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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM
An unwritten norm hangs over every evaluator, that they should strive to be like social
science researchers. To a large extent evaluators have adopted research practices to show
themselves as kin and to meet unspoken standards of credibility. These practices seem to include
a trend of developing evaluation reports as if they are written for academic journals, where
articles are typically dense, text-heavy, and jargonistic. Written reports serve as a key piece of
accountability between an evaluator, her client, and her client’s funders; they are unlikely to
disappear from the typical list of deliverables anytime soon. The growth of user-friendly reporting
is a sign that evaluators are self-aware of the strengths and shortcomings of their practice, having
a reflective bent in their nature (Davidson, 2007; Patton, 2008). Some evaluators sense that their
communication may be lacking. They nod in agreement when the author speaks on this topic in
public forums (Evergreen, 2011; Evergreen, 2010). However, report formatting and graphic
design have been largely left out of the variable list when studying obstacles to use. There
appears to be a disconnect between evaluators’ sense of usefulness to clients, their desire to be
credible as social scientists, and their communication style. Thus, evaluators have some
awareness that reporting and communication are unsatisfactory in their current state, but have
little direction on how to appear less academic by moving out of the typical research report
writing style and into more accessible styles and formats.
Evaluators face a dilemma of focusing on standard research reporting (e.g., such as that
promoted in the sixth edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association, 2010) or focusing on formats that more readily promote use. In some sense,
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evaluators have hit a cultural conflict, making it that much more important that evaluators
understand their role as agents in developing useful evaluations that support the profession’s
broad service to the world. However, so little empirical research has been done regarding
evaluation reporting that evaluators do not have sufficient information to judge the extent of
graphic design incorporation into their written communication or the degree to which their reports
are dense and research-like. But if the field can determine the extent to which visual processing
theory and graphic design principles are being followed, evaluators may be in a better position to
disseminate best practices and remedy communication-cognition gaps in ways that are
meaningful to the profession, even potentially increasing the use of evaluation work.
Background
Evaluation use is a common element of evaluation theory and training, but no one has
systematically examined the role of graphic design in facilitating use. Guidance on graphic design
of evaluation reports in the literature of the field is sparse. Typically, discussion of use of
evaluation findings (or lack thereof) focus on types of use (i.e., conceptual, process, etc.) and
factors affecting use (i.e., relevance, timing, etc.), but graphic design is notably absent. Texts on
the topic of communicating and reporting evaluation findings also are limited in this regard and
what is present tends to be based on opinion rather than systematic research. The authors usually
restrict their discussion to knowing one’s audience and tailoring report formats (i.e., brochures,
newsletters, oral presentations) (Lawrenz, Gullickson, & Toal, 1997; Rossi, Freeman, & Lipsey,
1999; Russ-Eft, Atwood, & Egherman, 2002). Some texts acknowledge the role of graphic design
in reporting, but give it a cursory address, such as suggesting that one hire a graphic designer, or
―use white space‖ with no direction on how to make that happen (Patton, 2008; Stetson, 2008, p.
24). A few evaluators have advocated for the ―methods-oriented report‖ that emphasizes results
over the traditional layout, but these have been short on the details of how to enact their
recommendations in a word-processing program such that a reader could carry out their
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recommendations (Hendricks, 1994; Jones & Mitchell, 1990). Only a few texts have attempted to
give guidance on graphic design, like providing direction on how to create charts or structure a
report. However, these resources are all dated and not based in contemporary concepts of best
practices in graphic design (Minter & Michaud, 2003; Morris, Fitz-Gibbon & Freeman, 1987;
Torres, Preskill, & Piontek, 2005). In fact, if one takes into consideration contemporary teachings
on graphic design principles, evaluation texts have the potential to be misleading.
It is particularly curious that evaluators (whether practitioners or theorists) have not
examined links between how they communicate and how findings get used, given the
proliferation of theory and practice in other fields about communication and graphic design and
given the interdisciplinary background of most evaluators. Closely-related fields like psychology,
epidemiology, and statistics are well-versed in the role of visual communication and data. Lessrelated fields like cartography and meteorology have been making advances in graphic displays
for at least 25 years. Visual processing theory has undergirded such work and become an
important component in published research. Even newer advances in areas like data visualization
or information visualization have been embraced by other fields (partially because their evolution
has stemmed from these disciplines). Surprisingly, graphic layout in annual reporting and survey
design are now commonplace considerations for many fields, yet despite their very close ties to
the field of evaluation, graphic layout is still generally absent from evaluation professional
discussions.
Observationally, many evaluators may lament the poor communication styles of their
peers, but without systematic and empirical investigation of evaluation communication in
practice, it remains unclear how much evaluators use principles in graphic design, if at all. It is
possible evaluators might claim to have insufficient time and skill to give proper attention to
graphic design. They may also fear losing academic repute should they produce reports that
appear ―glossier‖ than a typical peer-reviewed paper. Perhaps those fear are well-founded. But if
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the other fields’ practices are considered to be useful, evaluation also has the potential to gain
utility and increased client understanding.
Problem Statement
In her influential paper summarizing the state of evaluation use, Weiss (1998) ends with
this thought:
The evaluator has to seek many routes to communication – through conferences,
workshops, professional media, mass media, think tanks, clearinghouses, interest groups,
policy networks – whatever it takes to get important findings into circulation. And then
we have to keep our fingers crossed that audiences pay attention (p. 32).
This dissertation aims to pick up where Weiss left off by investigating the role of
communication in supporting the attention of evaluation audiences. Indeed, research from related
fields suggests practices evaluators could do (and may be doing) to increase the chances that
audiences will want to engage with their reporting. Evaluators can do much more than cross their
fingers and hope their reports will be read and used.
Yet subsequent studies of use have not included the role of graphic design or report
layout. Without such investigation, little is known about the extent to which evaluators are
applying theories of visual processing and principles of graphic design to support audience
understanding of their work. The census of evaluation reports available in the Informal Science
Education program poses an opportunity for investigating what evaluators are doing and whether
the practice of reporting adheres to best practices in graphic design. Therefore, the purpose of this
dissertation was to investigate this research question:
To what extent are graphic design principles carried out in actual professional evaluatorclient communications?
To do so, the author developed an instrument (checklist) of graphic design best practices,
applied the instrument to a sample of formal evaluation communication (summative reports), and
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drew conclusions about the use of graphic design best practices. The author hypothesized that she
would find some evidence of use of graphics, but not of graphic design or visual processing
theory. The findings underscore the contribution of the instrument (checklist) to the field of
evaluation in supporting a better understanding of the state of graphic design in evaluation
reporting, potentially leading to training to promote improved communication design and
enhanced use.
Scope
While evaluators engage in many types of formal evaluation communication, this
dissertation necessarily limits the scope to summative written evaluation reports within the
Informal Science Education track of the National Science Foundation (NSF). Summative written
evaluation reports were selected for various reasons. First, while slideshows (e.g., PowerPoint
presentations) are another common communication format used in evaluation, several recent
books exist in popular literature that serve as accessible, generalist guidance that reflect best
practices in graphic design. Also, several evaluators have begun to draw lessons from those
resources to share with colleagues in the field. Guidance on graphic design in written
communication, particular to the evaluation field, is far less common.
NSF’s solicitation for this track requires the inclusion of a summative evaluation report,
which must be published to a public website (National Science Foundation, 2010). Such
requirements for both evaluation and its dissemination are unique to the Informal Science
Education track of NSF, to the best of the author’s knowledge. These requirements guarantee a
census of reports within the Informal Science Education program. Other types of reports are also
posted in the public website, but summative evaluation reports are the largest proportion,
providing an adequate population from which to sample. Neither the NSF’s solicitation nor its
primary resource on evaluation guidance, Framework for Evaluating Impacts of Informal Science
Education Projects: Report from a National Science Foundation Workshop (Friedman, 2008),
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specifically address graphic design or report layout for summative evaluation reporting. As such,
variability in the sample was likely high.
Although data visualization practitioners and writers advocate for the use of graphic
design techniques to assist with the analysis of data, data analysis was not the focus of this study.
Visualization for analysis is intended for internal use when examining data for patterns or
abnormalities. The focus of the role of graphics in this dissertation was the role it has in
communicating for external audiences through the use of written reports.
Definitions of Terminology
For the purposes of this study, the following terms are defined:
Body text – the text comprising the narrative of a report, in contrast to display text;
Call out – a phrase, sentence, or group of sentences set off from the body text for
emphasis, falls under the umbrella of display text;
Data visualization – the process of developing graphic displays of information;
Display text – parts of the report that are highlighted for emphasis and organization, such
as headings and call outs;
Drop cap – a technique for guiding reader attention to the start of a new section of a
report in which the first letter of the first word of the section is made much larger than the rest;
Font – the particular style of the letter-shapes making up the text;
Graphic design – the process of laying out elements of a page to draw attention and
enhance comprehension;
Guiding lines – graphic elements such as arrows or straight lines used for emphasis that
direct the reader’s attention to certain parts of the report;
Outdent – a method of emphasis in which the first line of a paragraph hangs out into the
margin, to the left of the rest of the body text, the opposite of indent;
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Visual design theory – the idea that the layout of graphic elements on a page can impact
how information is perceived and interpreted;
Visual cognition – the process of achieving understanding and/or comprehension through
the intake of visual stimuli; and
Visual processing theory – the theory that visual stimuli pass through a three stage
process of interpretation in order to be retained as information; also known as vision science.
Assumptions
In conducting this study, the author made several assumptions. First, the author assumed
that written summative reports are a primary dissemination activity of an evaluator-client
relationship. While this was a requirement in the Informal Science Education program, the author
assumed it was also primary for the wider field of evaluation – that, whether 2 or 200 pages,
written reports are a standard form of accountability and documentation for the vast majority of
evaluation clients. The author assumed written reports stand as references to the evaluation
findings, long after the evaluation is completed, making them part of institutional history. The
author also assumed that better graphic design will positively affect evaluations in the same way
it has affected other media (i.e., will lead to increased use).
In this section, the author introduced the problem underlying this study – that evaluators
generally do not appear to base their written communications (summative reports) in visual
processing theory, which would otherwise enhance the reader experience. The author also
introduced a method for investigating the extent of the problem, through an examination of
evaluation reports using a review instrument (checklist).
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews evaluation literature on communication and use and relevant
literature from other professional fields, to contrast incorporation of visual processing theory. A
literature review of visual processing theory, graphic design, and data visualization lays the
groundwork for the study’s methodology.
Visual Processing Theory
Contemporary graphic design theory incorporates the science of visual perception, to
create designs that better attract viewer attention. Graphic design scholars debate whether graphic
design, as a discipline, ought to be a branch of visual science (Poyner, 2010) because of the
latter’s fundamental role at the core of all communication in graphic design. Visual science and
visual processing theories describe the way the brain perceives and interprets what the eyes see.
Vision is the predominant sense, virtually controlling the brain in a phenomenon called Pictorial
Superiority Effect (Medina, 2008; Stenberg, 2006). Vision influences and often overrides other
senses like smell, taste, and hearing. This occurs because almost half of the brain is devoted to
visual processing.
Visual cognition science explains that the visual processing works in three phases. In
phase one, human eyes continually scan the environment, noticing changes in basic attributes like
color, motion, orientation, size, and contour (Malamed, 2009; Ware, 2008; Wolfe & Horowitz,
2004). Human ability to notice these attributes does not appear to be context-bound. In other
words, aside from instances of childhood optical problems, the features that catch the eye are
universal (Ware, 2008). When one of these attributes is noticed, the brain plans an eye movement
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to bring the attribute into the center of vision, where its features can be most clearly viewed by
the fovea, the region of the brain that handles the most basic visual processing. Some scientists
refer to this phase as ―preattention‖ because they believe it occurs without focused energy on the
part of the viewer. This process may be guided by any activated searching (such as being on a
mission to locate a friend in a crowd) and by previous conceptions of the objects or attributes in
question. Because of the presence of some, even small, level of brain activity in phase one,
instead of preattention, Ware (2008) suggested it be referred to as active vision. However,
generally in graphic design it is still referred to as preattention, and thus that terminology will be
used throughout this study.
In phase two, the attributes noticed in phase one, having captured the attention of the
viewer, are held in working memory. Working memory is where the viewer attempts to make
sense of the object and its attributes, thinking it over, wrestling with its message, digesting it
(Baddeley, 1992; Malamed, 2009). In this phase patterns noticed in preattention are studied for
meaning. However, working memory is fairly limited. It can only hold roughly 4 ―chunks‖ of
information at one time, fewer if the information is complex, and does not even retain
information ―chunks‖ for long (Cowan, 2000; Xu & Chun, 2006). Working memory is also prone
to being easily distracted or overloaded. Overload of working memory means some chunks of
information will be dropped and misunderstanding or frustration in the viewer may result. Only
the most pertinent or relevant chunks of information will be retained; others are quickly glanced
over and considered unimportant (Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003). This act of choosing
―chunks‖ of information reveals that some parts of the visual processing experience originate in
the brain – humans are not solely at the whim of what is placed in front of their visual field.
Human visual search function can be attuned to looking for certain specific patterns or attributes
if called upon to do so by areas of the brain (Medina, 2008; Summerfield, Lepsien, Gitelman,
Mesulam, & Nobre, 2006).
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With the right balance of cognitive load in working memory at the most relevant time,
objects, their attributes, and their message are encoded into long-term memory, the third phase
(Craik & Tulving, 1975; Lockhart & Craik, 1990; Malamed, 2009; Ware, 2008). In long-term
memory, new information is incorporated into existing mental schemas, or networks of
information stored in the human brain. Occasionally the new information modifies an existing
schema. Human culture and experience influence the interpretation and adoption of the new
information. When information is in long-term memory the brain makes action-based choices as a
result of the information. It is at this point in visual processing theory that comprehension is said
to occur.
Graphic Design
Knowing the three phases of visual processing guides graphic designers toward creating
graphic objects that have a greater likelihood of being encoded in long-term memory. For
evaluators, these skills may better support client understanding and clarity of information.
To succeed in phase one, graphic designers support the most important information in a
graphic object with an attribute that can be caught by preattention, such as high contrast colors,
movement, blinking, or large type size. Graphic design techniques are used in phase two to
support legibility and reader comprehension. Color, type, placement, and graphics, discussed in
turn below, are the four main categories of graphic design elements that designers use in these
first two phases.
Color. Color, as an area of study, has become more prominent than other aspects of
design because technology has made working with color more accessible in recent years.
Interestingly, color is one of the most significant elements of preattention. The danger of the color
red in the animal kingdom, for example, is well-known. Contemporary graphic designers use
color in a similar way – to draw attention to selective elements of interest (Few, 2006; Few, 2008;
Few, 2009; Juice, 2009; Reynolds, 2009; Samara, 2007; Tufte, 1990; Wheildon, 2005). For color
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to be used well, most of the text must be in a shade of gray (Few, 2008; Juice, 2009; Reynolds,
2009; Tufte, 1997; Tufte, 2001) so that chosen elements can appropriately stand out when
selected emphasis colors are applied.
Color choice relies upon the aesthetic taste of the designer, but some colors have strong
cultural connotations that should be considered when making design choices (Clarke & Costall,
2008; Malamed, 2009). The use of color for emphasis can impede comprehension if too many
colors are used indiscriminately; readers expect that a change in color indicates a change in
meaning and they will spend time and effort trying to understand the meaning shift (Few, 2006;
Few, 2008; Jamet, Garota, & Quaireau, 2008; Malamed, 2009; Samara, 2007; Tufte, 1997; Ware,
2008). Colors may be problematic if they are too bright and distract the reader from the rest of the
text (Wheildon, 2005), or if they do not sufficiently contrast with the background to be legible
(Few, 2008; Juice, 2009; Malamed, 2009; Reynolds, 2009; Samara, 2007; Ware, 2008). Certain
color combinations, such as red-green or blue-yellow, cause difficulty for people with color
blindness and should generally be avoided (Few, 2008; Few, 2009; Reynolds, 2009; Ware, 2008).
Background colors should generally be white or have very subdued colors (Tufte, 1990; Ware,
2008; Wheildon, 2005), body text should be dark grey or black (Samara, 2007; Ware, 2008;
Wheildon, 2005), and headings or other short call out texts or graphic elements can be
highlighted using color to assist comprehension and information processing.
Type. Designers from the early 1900s were the first to attempt to professionalize the
field. Their theory hinged on the role of typography, in that the shapes of letters also
communicate in addition to the actual words they compose (Moholy-Nagy, 1925; Tschichold,
1928; Warde, 1930). While typography was a profession prior to this time, the field did not
become recognized as such until about 1900. It was during this time that Morrison (1930, p. 170)
noted, ―Typography may be defined as the craft… of so arranging the letters, distributing the
space, and controlling the type as to aid the maximum the reader’s comprehension of the text,‖
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marking a new acknowledgement of the social importance of typographers in supporting
legibility and understanding.
Current theory and practice in graphic design incorporates visual processing theory as a
central feature of the way design communicates with an audience. The limits on working memory
imply, for example, that ornamentation of typefaces should be forsaken in most design
circumstances because it interferes with legibility of letters, even if it may initially attract
attention (Wheildon, 2005). The brain processes words and letters as tiny pictures (Pelli, Farell, &
Moore, 2003); therefore the way fonts shape words and letters is picked up by the brain’s
preattentive function (Craik & Tulving, 1975). But font influences more than attraction. Studies
of comprehension have shown that serif typefaces, in which little ―feet‖ are attached to the end of
letters, perform better than sans serif typefaces in long narrative reading (Reynolds, 2009;
Samara, 2007; Wheildon, 2005; Williams, 2008). Serif fonts are often viewed as traditional or
old. Therefore some contemporary designers use sans serif fonts, seen as more modern and open,
to attract younger readers to the page, even though comprehension may be impaired. Because
sans serif fonts can be more attractive, they may be used without negative consequence to
comprehension for headings or very short passages of text.
Type size has also been the subject of study in graphic design. Most graphic designers
have agreed that the body of a text – like what you are reading right now – should be between 9
and 11 points (Juice, 2009; Lupton, 2004; Morrison, 1930; Wheildon, 2005; Williams, 2008).
Anything smaller becomes hard to read at length, although smaller sizes work well for captions.
Sizes larger than this range are viewed by many readers as unprofessional, unless used for short
passages, such as titles and headers, where it serves a purpose of capturing attention.
Leading, the spaces between lines of text, is another area of study within typefaces.
Ideally, spacing should be 1 to 2 points greater than the point size of the text (Lupton, 2004;
Reynolds, 2009; Samara, 2007; Wheildon, 2005). In the case of this paper, the text size is 11
points, and the leading is 13 points, or 2 points greater than the text (i.e., double-spaced). Too
12

much leading can make it difficult for readers to keep track of their place in the text when
finishing one line and looking for the start of the next line to continue, even though some
designers like the attractive look of large leading. If the leading is too little, letters with
descenders like g or j can run into letters with ascenders like l or h on the line below, impairing
legibility and therefore comprehension.
Placement. The generation of designers following those who professionalized
typography focused on generating principles for use in graphic design, such as through the
creation and dissemination of grid structures which divide a page into columns and rows so that
designers have a consistent and predictable placement for each element (Gerstner, 1964; MuellerBrockmann, 1981).
Position within the grid is very important to attraction and comprehension (Few, 2006;
Few, 2009; Juice, 2009; Lupton, 2004; Malamed, 2009; Reynolds, 2009; Samara, 2007; Ware,
2008; Wheildon, 2005; Williams, 2008; Wolfe Horoqitz, 2004). Viewers give more attention to
elements that comprise key positions, and research shows those key positions are the top half and
left side of a page (Malamed, 2009; Wheildon, 2005). Large size, color, orientation, and motion
also create key positions, which make manipulation among those elements another successful
strategy for capturing attention and supporting comprehension of the text. However not every
piece of information on a page can have a key position; a hierarchy must be created, where
secondary, supportive, and explanatory information is deemphasized by decreases in size,
contrast, and/or position on the page. For example, a title might get the most emphasis, because it
should be the highest in the page’s hierarchy of information. But the start of a chapter or section
might be given secondary emphasis through techniques like outdenting, drop cap, or large size.
Arrows, guiding lines, numbering systems, movement in a photo and other directive
graphic elements guide the selective attention of the reader toward the intended areas of
emphasis. Such direction improves focus, leads to faster processing, and increases comprehension
by providing visual cues to the reader. These steps activate more visual processing schemas,
13

promoting retention and recall from long-term memory (Jamet, Gavota & Quaireau, 2008;
Malamed, 2009).
Finally, width and placement of body text on the page have also been areas of research.
Comprehension studies show that readers can best track a text (i.e., finish reading one line and
start another) when the length of the line is restricted to 8-12 words per line (Morrison, 1930;
Samara, 2007; Wheildon, 2005). Such tracking is also best supported when the reader has a
consistent axis to which to return. In Latin alphabet cultures, this means the lines of the body text
should all begin in alignment along the left side of the line (known as ―left justified‖). Full
justification, where the lines begin and end in alignment, can best support comprehension in
highly fluent readers (Lupton, 2004; Samara, 2007; Wheildon, 2005). Right justification is also
sometimes used by graphic designers, but such uses tend to be initiated by a desire to appear
interesting, attracting phase one preattention, while discouraging movement through phase two.
Graphics. The presence of graphic elements along with associated text brings greater
recall and retention of the information (Stenberg, 2006). Whether photographs, charts, tables, or
hand-drawn images, the composition of graphic elements largely include all previously described
principles about color, type, and placement. It is the way the graphics and the text interact that is
the primary focus of this section of the literature review.
Because human eyesight has only a narrow range of focus, graphics should be placed
very near their associated text (Few, 2006; Juice, 2009; Malamed, 2009; Tufte, 1990). The
common practice of placing tables or graphs in an appendix or separated by pages from their
corresponding text means that some information will be lost in the extended time a reader must
take to flip back and forth to bring the text and the graphic together into a comprehensive whole.
Graphic designers also support comprehension by simplifying the graphics to the extent
possible (Few, 2006; Few, 2008; Few, 2009; Jamet, Garota, & Quaireau, 2008; Joint Committee,
1915; Juice, 2009; Malamed, 2009; Reynolds, 2009; Samara, 2007; Stenberg, 2006; Tufte, 2001).
Simplification strategies include discouraging three dimensional displays, removing extraneous
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gridlines, and avoiding color gradation, all of which Tufte refers to as ―visual noise‖ (2001, p.
105).
Similarly, segmenting complicated information into smaller chunks helps the reader
assimilate the information into an existing schema. To reduce the risk of overload, the designer
often predigests some of the information, like the way a graph represents some mental processing
that would have had to take place in the viewer’s brain if she was simply reading the information
as gray text. Since working memory can only hold roughly four chunks of information at one
time, the designer ―pre-chunks,‖ essentially allowing more information into working memory
than would otherwise be possible.
Graphic design practice is in part based in the theory of gestalt, which has been adopted
to predict how specific arrangements of information on a page will influence interpretation by the
brain. The five main heuristics based on gestalt principles are: middle means typical, left and top
mean first, near means related, up means good, and like (in appearance) means close (in meaning)
(Tourangaeu, Couper, & Conrad, 2007, p. 94). For example, ―like means close‖ indicates that
items that appear close together are interpreted by the reader as belonging to one another, whether
the likeness is in color, font, size, or physical proximity (Juice, 2009; Malamed, 2009; Reynolds,
2009; Samara, 2007; Ware, 2008; Woodmen, Vecera, & Luck, 2003). Such interpretation
particularly supports the ability to comprehend graphs and other graphic elements (Shah, Mayer,
& Hegarty, 1999).
When text and graphics work particularly well together, they evoke an emotional appeal
(Reynolds, 2009; Samara, 2007; Ware, 2008). Emotional appeals can include the use of human
faces, which have been shown to draw the eye. However, when faces are used (human or animal),
the graphic can best support the text when the eyes in the graphic are directed at the text. Such
direction guides the reader’s eyes as well (Malamed, 2009; Reynolds, 2009). When objects are
used instead of faces or eyes, they can still be positioned to direct attention toward the associated
text. The emotional appeal of such placement can be increased by choosing graphic images that
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serve as a visual metaphor for the message to be communicated, such as showing a digital image
of a large fish in a tiny fishbowl to communicate a recommendation to redesign cramped working
quarters. The metaphor concept works to chunk the information and make it more readily
recalled.
Together, color, type, placement, and graphics comprise the basic aspects of graphic
design that have stemmed from the theories of visual processing. Thoughtful and strategic use of
these aspects works to attract the reader to a page, aid the reader in reading the page, and support
the reader’s attempts to comprehend the material.
Data Visualization
In areas with growing relevancy to evaluation, like data visualization and questionnaire
layout, graphic design and visual processing have become important parts of research and
practice. Although infographics or data displays are currently considered new innovations, the
first scientific uses of nontext expressions of data were with the displays of astronomic bodies
during the 17th century (Friendly, 2007). Other early uses of the graphical displays of quantitative
data were present (but not common) in epidemiology. In epidemiology, famous works stand out:
Snow’s cholera mapping that pinpointed one water pump in London during the outbreak in 1855
(in Friendly, 2007; Tufte, 2001) and Nightingale’s (1858) report that mapped illness in British
soldiers to show disease transmission.
Meteorology has long-used data displays to depict weather patterns and sunspots.
Cartographers visually plotted their oceanic voyages on a routine basis. Playfair made novel uses
of line and pie charts to represent taxation during the early 1800’s (see discussions in Few 2009;
Friendly, 2007; Tufte 1997). Later state-sponsored graphic displays in Europe and the United
States focused on population matters such as adult-to-child ratio and population density (e.g., in
the US it was used for the Census), which became popular areas of social research during the late
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19th century. This period is referred to by Friendly (2007) as the Golden Age of statistical
graphics and thematic cartography.
Mendelev’s development of the periodic table was a key piece of progress in the
organization of information about elements. Galton’s initiative to represent changing weather
conditions with red and black colors led to the modern use of red and blue to mark high and low
pressure zones, a common method of interpreting weather conditions that was previously
unrelateable for the common person.
Graphic innovations have tended to closely follow new developments in statistical
methods. Scholars gathered for a Joint Committee on Standards for Graphic Presentation (1915),
which set out guidelines for data displays. However, even though the guidelines were formally
approved by the Committee, the Committee essentially disbanded and did not pursue advocacy
for adherence to the Standards. Focus instead shifted toward the development of sophisticated
statistics in the mid-20th century, which were moving forward without the previously seen
companion of graphic interpretation and translation (Friendly, 2006).
In contrast, Brinton (1914), a member of the Joint Committee, held tight to the promotion
of proper data displays. His publications were heavy on the technical details of charting and
graphing. Brinton focused on final presentation of data, for communication to external audiences,
rather than for internal analysis purposes. Even though it was written almost a century ago,
Brinton foreshadowed many of the modern graphic design principles. For example, he prefaces
his work with a note about the book’s design – that it was structured according to what will be of
primary importance to the reader (equivalent to the modern principle of developing a hierarchy of
interest). He also advocated the appropriate proportioning of graphs so as not to misrepresent the
data, which includes a repeated admonition that the baselines always start at zero (and this is in
contrast to Tukey [1977] who stated that starting at a whole number closer to those included in
the data set will expand the data display sufficiently for analysis).
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Brinton also set out one of the first checklists for appropriate data displays, based on
principles of vision science, remnants of which are still applicable lessons for today’s chart
design: place the independent variable on the horizontal axis, fade the coordinate background
lines so as not to interfere with the data lines, skip pie charts because they do not support
comparisons, and emphasize the most important point with changes in font size and color.
Contemporary interest in graphic display is a reaction to the insular concentration on
high-level statistics, driven both by the need for interpretation of those methods and a better
technology to do so. Bertin (1983) attempted to set forth a set of principles around the design and
display of graphic data. Many of his principles are strikingly similar to those from vision science,
even though his theory of information processing is not grounded in vision science. He suggested,
for example, that the inclusion of a title and axes labels would speed the acquisition of
information. He focused on developing a theory of graph design that would support efficiency
and reading ability. However, most of the practices he illustrates in his book actually work
against comprehension and interpretation. He uses unnaturally ordered color scales and texture
patterns. He relies heavily on circle-shaped graphs. Regardless, Bertin’s value was in pushing
forward the debate on proper graphic displays.
Famous to statisticians worldwide, Tukey (1977) was an early promoter of graphing data
for exploratory data analysis. Graphing to improve data analysis has continued to be a trend
among analysts. While Tukey’s important work in pioneering data visualization and graphing
focused on what are now quite preliminary steps, such as creating a stem and leaf plot, he set the
stage for the more complex graphs that have now become default in most software programs.
Tukey’s originality is evident because his text is comprised of explicit details on how to construct
such graphs by hand, from lining paper to using specific types of writing instruments.
Cleveland investigated charts, contributing to the (applied statistics) field’s discussion
about the proper display of graphics in reporting. Many of his propositions reflect best practices
in contemporary graphic design: He advocated for the use of color as a highlighting mechanism
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(though not the ―Las Vegas‖ color scheme, Cleveland, 1993; Cleveland & McGill, 1984b).
Although weak on empirical grounding, his ideas are built around the gestalt principles and
faintly echo the vision design theorists, who would agree, for example, that grouped elements
become associated to the viewer (Cleveland & McGill, 1984b). Cleveland (1993; Cleveland,
McGill, & McGill, 1988) also mirrors the theories of visual processing arguing that, because the
eye quickly judges basic graphic elements, the shape of a graph needs a researcher’s careful
attention, including the assurance that the slope of the line will be at 45 degrees. He rank ordered
graphing strategies based on the brain’s ability to process the information in the display most
accurately, with position along a common scale as most accurate and shading and color saturation
as the least accurate (Cleveland & McGill, 1984a). Cleveland also argued for the inaccuracy of
pie charts for comparison-based judgments (Cleveland & McGill, 1984a). Most interesting about
Cleveland’s research is that he addressed the role of visual processing in graphic displays even
when the technology was still unsophisticated. When technology did advance to support his work,
he embraced it. In his later years of publishing, he commented on the technical color
combinations one should choose in software programs in order to match the screen view to that
which prints on paper (Becker, Cleveland, & Shyu, 1996).
Perhaps the most influential and far-reaching scholar in data display in the last quarter
century is Tufte. In 1990, he published authoritative texts on the principles of visual displays of
data. Like his peers, he was intently focused on creating data displays that maintained integrity
and even beauty. And, also like his peers, it is clear he at least flirted with the research in the field
of graphic design, including an acknowledgement of the role of typography, grid systems, and
asymmetrical page layout. He readily acknowledged that the credibility of the data can be lost
with poor design – of the overall report, not simply the data display (Tufte, 1990, 1997). Tufte
(1997) also took care to explain how lack of clarity in data presentations can lead to faulty
decision-making, as in the case of the fatal Challenger space shuttle launch.
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While Tufte held onto many of the same principles of parsimonious design seen in the
literature around page layout, calling it ―chartjunk‖ when it involved graphing data, he also
advocated for practices that conflict with other design principles. For example, Tufte (1997)
urged chartmakers to include full references in the chart itself. But he also broke away from the
practices of his contemporaries, such as when he suggested that raw data tables not be included in
the associated chart. He also railed against the more current practice of infographics, referring to
them as pictograms, which cause the reader to be suspicious of the analyst’s competency (Tufte,
1997). Tufte differed from his peers in that he created and highlighted displays of qualitative data
(1990). However, he was in agreement with his peers on many points within his list of graphic
display principles:
Use color selectively to highlight;
Use light gray gridlines (when used at all) so as not to distract from the data lines;
Avoid line patterns or texture that cause visual activation or optical illusions;
Comparisons between text and graphic or between two graphics must occur within the
same eyespan on a page;
Make all visual distinctions as subtle as possible, but still clear and effective;
The representation of numbers, as physically measured on the surface of the graphic
itself, should be directly proportional to the numerical quantities represented; and
Eliminate ink that does not express information.
Tufte (2001) believes that much of the trouble with poor graphics is due to the fact that
most professional artists have little familiarity or skill with quantitative data, with their primary
study being fine art. The opposite also may be true: most researchers and evaluators have little
familiarity or skill with graphic design and art.
Few is another contemporary researcher exploring data visualization and some limited
aspects of graphic design. In a similar vein to Cleveland’s latest work, Few (2008) focuses
heavily on the role of color in design, particularly regarding charts and graphs. As with earlier
developments in graphic displays of data, improvements in technology necessitated Few’s work.
He discusses the need to manipulate background colors to contrast appropriately with areas of
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emphasis in the foreground, even introducing notions of hue and saturation into the working
knowledge of applied statisticians (Few, 2008). Only recently has technology allowed for the
common usage of sophisticated color palettes. Few’s focus on color and graphing carried over
into his detailed book, where he expanded his explanations and examples to address each main
type of graph used in social science research today (2009). And like others before him, Few
insists that graphic displays of information support the proper interpretation of that information.
Few uses the theories of visual processing and cognition to drive his data displays.
Data visualization, as a practice that was incorporated by many fields associated with
evaluation, made major leaps during the mid-1980s to the early 1990s. In addition to the input of
some fairly influential researchers, the National Science Foundation became interested in the
topic and supported what would later become the primary conference for researchers involved in
data visualization (Few, 2009). The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Conference has become the source of advances and tests of new data visualization software and
techniques.
Visual design theory is also becoming increasingly prominent in survey design, as a
systematic way to explain how the format or layout of an instrument and its components
contribute to measurement error (Stern, Dillman, & Smyth, 2007). The study of graphic layout of
surveys has evolved to incorporate changing technologies, such as web-based and email surveys,
building the theory of visual design through empirical study. The theory predicts how respondents
will interpret the placement of graphic elements, based in five heuristics which stem from early
gestalt psychology theory mentioned earlier: (1) middle means typical; (2) left and top means
first; (3) near means related; (4) up means good; and (5) items that are close to each other are
similar (Stern, Dillman, & Smyth, 2007, p. 122; Tourangeau, Couper, & Conrad, 2004;
Tourangeau, Couper, & Conrad, 2007).
Dillman is the primary researcher investigating the role of visual design principles in
survey instrument creation. He has amassed a large body of research and his students and
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colleagues have built upon his agenda, testing slight changes in graphic elements to determine
effects on response rates and respondent perceptions. Dillman’s work closely follows principles
of graphic design, understanding that readers use the graphical features of a survey instrument as
guides through its completion, very similar to the way graphic designers create a hierarchy of
information. For example, he tested the principle of proximity when varying the way response
options were grouped (Smyth, Dillman, Christian, & Stern, 2006) and discovered that headings
and good spacing improved completed responses by almost 30% because respondents viewed
them as a discrete answer set following a ―near means related‖ heuristic. Stern (2008) and
Christian and Dillman (2004) confirmed that graphic support in scalar questions increased
accuracy in responses, through a measurement of the frequency of changed answers. Similarly,
Christian and Dillman (2004) found that spacing among response choices often caused one
response option to stand out and led to its disproportionate selection. That investigation also
experimented with the size of text boxes for open ended answers and the placements of
instructions on the instrument page, further confirming that graphic design layout communicates
researcher expectations to a respondent.
In similar work, Whitcomb and Porter (2004) experimented with variations in color and
associated impacts in web surveys. Their research found that a black background with white text
produced a decreased response rate (3% less) than when black text was placed on a white
background. Complex graphic designs decreased response rates by 5.4%. In prior research,
Dillman, Tortora, Conradt, and Bowker (1998) found that alternating the background color and
using complex graphic display in tandem decreased response rates by 11%. Whitcomb and Porter
(2004) report that the literature shows that respondents view simplicity in design as more
professional and are apt to view varying background colors or complex graphic suspiciously, as if
it were potential spam. In other words, they successfully showed that graphic elements play a
communication role in the survey instrument and that respondents are aware of the messages
being communicated in both preattentive and attentive ways.
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Incremental changes in the graphical layout of questionnaires impact responses,
according to a visual language that exists in survey research beyond simply the words composing
the instructions, items, and responses options. Given the clear impacts on survey response rates in
these studies that have been replicated for confirmation, graphic design or visual processing can
play a positive role in communication about research and evaluation.
Evaluation Communication
Literature on communicating and reporting in evaluation has historically included very
little on the impact of good graphic design. In fact, some evaluation textbooks, positioned to be
comprehensive guides, include no discussion of reporting or communication, nor how graphic
design can affect legibility, comprehension, or clarity (Chen, 2005; Davidson, 2005; Donaldson,
2005).
Most commonly, evaluation reporting literature advises that authors should know their
audience(s) and choose appropriate formats for dissemination, such as brochures, slideshows,
memos, or written reports (Bamberger, Rugh, & Mabry, 2006; Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2005; Killion, 2005; Patton, 2008; Shadish, Cook, & Leviton, 1991; Wadsworth,
1997). While these are best practices for reporting, the texts do not address how to make the
reporting appealing to the audience. The creation of a brochure, for example, does not guarantee
that it will be well-received by the audience, particularly if visual processing theory has not been
taken into account.
Those authors that mention design give it only brief attention, such as guidance to ―use
white space‖ with no elaboration or additional readings to help the reader apply the advice
(Stetson, 2008, p.24). Rodriguez-Campos (2005) addresses written reports, emphasizing the
importance of the report’s appearance, but when she recommends ―appealing colors for the
graphics and cover‖ (p. 73), there is no direction on how to carry out the recommendation.
Miron’s (2004) Evaluation Report Checklist does not include practices related to graphic design,
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aside from statements, such as ―Text and material on title page are clearly and properly arranged‖
(p.1). Clear and proper arrangement can be widely interpreted and the checklist gives no further
explanation or direction on how to execute the checkpoint.
The well-known and comprehensive User-Friendly Handbook for Project Evaluation
(Fretchling, 2010) offers little outside of the standard academic reporting structure. It suggests
that, when expressing data collection procedures, one use a matrix for illustration purposes. It
also advises that ―Visuals such as tables and graphical displays are an appropriate complement to
the narrative discussion‖ (p.37) but provides no more detail and the sample report provided has
no such visuals as examples. Stufflebeam and Shinkfield (2007) explain their use of photographs
in a final evaluation report example, a good practice, but there is insufficient description on which
a reader could replicate the process in her own reporting.
Those who have been the most prescriptive about the details of reporting and
communication have tended to be large nonprofit or governmental organizations who have
published guidelines for their desired report formats, in efforts to standardize work done for hire
(e.g., Baker & Bruner, n.d. [for Bruner Foundation]; Stetson, 2008 [for Catholic Relief Services];
USAID, 2005). USAID, for example, publishes a Graphic Standards Manual that discusses
specifics to be addressed in all communications produced by the organization, down to the
typeface, font size, and type of paper employees and contract workers may use. Organizations as
globally dispersed as USAID, relying heavily on contract work, usually find such explicit
standards necessary to ensure brand recognition and consistency. While it is evident that a
graphic designer was consulted for the creation of the manual, the justification provided by
USAID does not include visual processing theory or best practices in evaluation reporting. Rather
the justification is one of branding. In this way, it serves as less of a teaching tool for its users and
more as a set of requirements for conformity.
Morris, Fitz-Gibbon, and Freeman (1987) addressed communication and graphics in the
field of evaluation. They rightly advise that evaluators should ―present an attractive, evocative
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report‖ (p. 31) and that the report should ―start with the most important information‖ (p. 32). Yet
the detailed guidance regarding chart formatting is seriously limited by the technology that was
available at the time of their writing. For example, they illustrate a version of a heat map that
includes hand-shaded cells. Other examples seem to emphasize the expression of data
graphically, often at the expense of clarity.
Surprisingly, while there has been a rise in the desire for ―user-friendly‖ reporting, the
related evaluation literature has not addressed the role of graphic design (Jones & Mitchell,
1990). Patton’s (2008) Utilization-Focused Evaluation discusses factors that influence use but
only devotes three paragraphs to report formatting, referring to the dated work of Hendricks,
despite the fact that the text is now in its 4th edition. Hendricks’ work (1984, 1994) spoke to chart
layout as an aspect of evaluation reporting. He was an early adopter of graphic design, at least as
far as it affects graphing in evaluation, and was fairly explicit about the technical details of how
evaluators could put his suggestions into practice. Still, his work is over 16 years old at this point.
While evaluators have generally not given sufficient attention to the role of graphic
design, some groundwork has been laid to push the quality of graphs in evaluation reporting. A
review of the literature on graphs in evaluation points to the need for incorporating best practices
in graphic design. In 1997, Henry edited an edition of New Directions for Evaluation that was
comprised of twelve contributed articles, each demonstrating a different aspect of graphing that
was improved through the skills of the authors. Many lessons are high-quality, such as the
thoughtful methods to plot cohorts on a time series (Sullivan, 1997), pooled time-series designs
(Sayrs, 1997), and social network analysis (Johnsen & Starrett, 1997). However, an examination
of their examples using a lens of graphic design best practices reveals errors that mediate against
an accurate reading of the graph and violate several design principles, even among the ―revised‖
graphs supplied by the authors. For example, points of interest were graphed as white bars on a
white background, rendering them invisible (Glymph & Henry, 19970); black text on patterned
gray backgrounds made reading difficult (Parker & Mortillaro, 1997); pie charts were heavily
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promoted even though they poorly support comparisons (Brown, Marks, & Straw, 1997); and axis
labels unnecessarily reached up to 120% (DeVeaux, 1997). All the while, several authors posit
that their graphs were intended to support decision-making (Sayrs, 1997), be accessible to a wide
audience (Turpin, 1997), and be read by laypeople without the author on hand to guide
interpretation (Johnsen & Starrett, 1997). So it is not that evaluators have intentionally ignored
their audiences when creating graphs that are cluttered or indiscriminate, but that they have not
followed best practices in graphic design.
Similar issues are present in other evaluation texts that do give more technical detail on
charting and graphing. Several potentially important articles acknowledge the role of graphic
design, but lack proper execution of graphic design principles in their guiding illustrations.
Minter and Michaud (2003) address the role of graphic design in evaluation reporting, even
though they note that their article does not provide exhaustive rules on how to present data
graphically. Their work appears to be grounded in their own perceptions of their successful
experiences at graphing and reporting, rather than supported by the science of graphic design.
Their use of three-dimensional column charts is one example of miscommunication.
Also detailed, but now dated, are the early empirical simulation studies on
communication and evaluation use. Conducted in the wake of the federal admonition in the 1970s
that evaluation was not useful, these studies sought to show a connection between evaluation and
communication theory, which focused on the source of the information, the medium of the
message, and the audience-recipients. Evaluation researchers investigated each of these facets of
communication for almost a decade. The studies sought to measure audience perception in terms
of evaluator credibility, audience reporting needs, and format of communication (Brown,
Braskamp, & Newman, 1978; Brown & Newman, 1982; Brown, Newman, & Rivers, 1985;
McCloskey, Altshield, & Lawton, 1985; Ripley, 1985). Although charts and graphs were
included in one study (Brown & Newman, 1982), which showed that the combination of
percentages and graphs led to increased rates of agreement with recommendations, graphic design
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theory was limited in its evolution at that time and was unlikely to be included in these evaluation
studies.
Torres, Preskill, and Piontek (2005) may have authored the most exhaustive text on
reporting in evaluation. They underscore their advice with a discussion of individual adult
learning best practices and sometimes make direct ties from their directions on report layout to
comprehension. Indeed, many principles used in graphic design are repeated in the text, with at
least one citation of a professional graphic designer. The book contains many explicit points on
how evaluation reports should be laid out, but a reader would not be able to read the book and
implement the advice on graphic design without further professional technical assistance. Also,
while many graphic design best practices are included, the authors include practices such as pie
charts (the first error) with three-dimensional perspective (the second error) and other suggestions
and examples that illustrate improper design. These include the use of gradated color, thick grid
lines, textured charts, and placing graphs in the report appendix. These suggest a surface-level
understanding of literature in graphic design, even though such work was available at the time of
the second edition. Still, to their credit, the authors list graphic design among other skill sets
evaluators need for good communication and reporting.
Generally, many evaluators who published in the literature about communication from
the 1970s to the present day were limited by access to research on good graphic design and by the
technology available to them at the time of their publication. Aside from Torres, Preskill, and
Piontek (2005), the communication studies of this era rarely involved graphic design or visual
processing and the subject was mainly dropped in the broad research agenda on use that
subsequently developed.
Evaluation Use
Given the emphasis within other fields on the role of visual processing theory in aiding
reader comprehension, one would think that graphic issues would play a factor in subsequent use
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(or nonuse) of evaluation findings. However, most studies in evaluation of use have not included
graphic design as a possible independent variable.
Evaluators have commonly accepted that there exist at least four types of use of
evaluation findings: (1) Instrumental use, where evaluation is explicitly used by the client as a
basis for decision-making; (2) Conceptual use, where evaluation is used for organizational
learning; (3) Political or Symbolic use, where the client uses the evaluation as leverage to support
an agenda; and (4) Process use, where the client organization changes as a result of going through
the steps of an evaluation rather than from the findings themselves (Shulha & Cousins, 1997).
Early discussions of use came as a result of criticism from the federal government
regarding the quality of evaluation’s contribution to public programs. At the time, the studies on
use focused, naturally, on evaluation findings and their instrumental use (Weiss, 1998). Limited
studies were conducted on the role of communication, particularly in terms of evaluator
credibility, audience needs for communication, and formats of presentation such as audiotapes
(see discussion above). Earlier work published by Cousins and Leithwood (1986) examined other
evaluation studies for factors related to use and found that reporting had been a topic of empirical
work by others interested in evaluation. Oral versus written reporting, nontechnical language, and
the like had been examined, with inconclusive results from their synthesis of the impact on use.
Quite likely, the standard for reporting and communication at that time had limited capacity for
the involvement of graphic design, as most written reports were created with a typewriter. Still,
even as technology advanced and assisted the options and ability to communicate better, the topic
was essentially dropped from later investigations of use by these authors and their coauthors.
Recently, the importance and frequency of process use has become more prominent, so
much so that most current studies focus on this type of use exclusively. Kirkhart (2000) notes
little empirical work has been done to illustrate what instrumental use looks like, regardless of
when it occurs. Rather, studies of use, no matter the type, tend to focus on factors that inhibit or
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enhance use of evaluation, but since the early 1980s empirical studies on the role of design in use
have been notably absent from the discussion.
In addition to the shift in published research toward process use, the current literature
also gives ample attention to enhancing use through good evaluation design (in this sense, design
is the development of the evaluation processes, not the design of communications). This branch
of the literature seems to follow from Patton’s (1988, p.14) definition of use as ―intended use by
intended users,‖ whereby the end use of the findings is a key factor in the choice of evaluation
approach and methods. Within this branch of the use literature there is some limited discussion of
evaluation reporting and communication. Published guidance tends to stop at the data collection
phase (e.g., Owen & Lambert, 1998; Patton, 2008). Indeed, an extension of this branch of use has
been the establishment of participatory and collaborative methods, with the idea that if
stakeholders and intended users are involved in the phases of the evaluation they will be more
likely to use the findings (Shulha & Cousins, 1997; Torres & Preskill, 2001). The recent survey
of American Evaluation Association members confirmed that factors that facilitate use and
generally lead toward participatory evaluation methods dominate the current thinking among
evaluation practitioners (Fleischer & Christie, 2009).
In 2000, New Directions in Evaluation published an issue on evaluation use, edited by
Kirkhart. In its 7 chapters, reporting and communication are barely mentioned. Rather the focus is
on Kirkhart’s integrated theory of use and the value of process use by the subsequent authors.
Practitioners contributed more than one article to the volume, where their experiences with
evaluation are described. Reporting is mentioned in passing, and when it is there are only vague
suggestions, such as making reporting ―easy-to-understand‖ with no further description on how to
do so or systematic research into what makes reporting more understandable (Brett, Hill-Mead,
Wu, 2000, pg. 82). Preskill and Torres (2000) give a little attention to the role of graphs in group
processing of findings, but again, their suggestion is not empirically grounded. In one article from
that issue, Caracelli (2000) briefly mentions graphic displays of data, but only to point out their
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potential use for data manipulation and evaluation misuse. No details are given as to how
graphics could be used to promote unethical behavior.
In Shulha & Cousins’ (1997) extensive review of the literature around evaluation use,
they identify several factors that influence use – organizational structures, ownership over the
evaluation process, collaborative approaches, interpersonal skills of the evaluator. They
summarize the lessons for evaluators as, essentially, to know one’s audience well. Discussions of
reporting or quality of communication were not included.
When Weiss (1998) reviewed the literature on evaluation use, she outlined organizational
factors that hinder use and audiences that are potential users of findings, but she did not mention
reporting or communication. She comes close to the topic when suggesting that ―Evaluators have
to be more self-conscious about the implicit messages as well as the explicit messages they send‖
(p. 31) although she was speaking to evaluation questions, methods, and study designs. Patton
(1988) claimed evaluators can and should be more proactive in their encouragement of evaluation
use, but his contributions to the discussion have also neglected evaluation reporting and
communication.
In Rossi, Freeman, and Lipsey’s (1999) influential and comprehensive text on evaluation
only 6 out of 440 pages address evaluation use. They discuss types of use and factors that affect
it, but reporting is not mentioned, nor the role of graphic design. Torres and Preskill (2001)
reviewed factors that affect evaluation use and nonuse by organizations, concluding that a more
participatory involvement on the part of the client has been a step in the right direction and that,
beyond participation, clients should create a culture of ongoing organizational learning. Similarly,
Owen and Lambert (1998) suggest that organizational culture is a main factor in the use of
evaluation.
As Lawrenz, Gullickson, and Toal (1997) argue, dissemination of evaluation findings is a
key component to the subsequent use of the evaluation. In their research, they compared the
effectiveness of different reporting mechanisms and concluded that certain types of reporting are
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better suited for particular audiences. But again, the researchers make potentially erroneous
assumptions that the quality of the presentation of each dissemination strategy was equal and
high. They also conclude that most evaluations result in some form of written documentation of
findings, and that this written documentation is the basis for the communication to decisionmakers and, hence, the platform for any potential use of the findings (Lawrenz, Gullickson, &
Toal, 1997). It would seem that this would be a likely place to at least comment on the quality of
communication.
Torres, Preskill, and Piontek (1996; 1997; 2005) produced multiple publications and
presentations on their research into reporting and factors that affect its successful use. As with the
assertion by Lawrenz, Gullickson, and Toal (1997), Torres, Preskill, and Piontek found most
evaluators said they commonly produced written documentation. Moreover, evaluators reported
that the single largest obstacle to successful communication and reporting was not having enough
time to do it well. Evaluators were asked to select inhibiting factors to use from a checklist, which
did not explicitly include the role of graphic design. The favorable inclusion of charts and graphs
in reporting did emerge from the open-ended responses, but without a direct prompt about
graphic design, it was unlikely that evaluator-respondents would identify graphic design issues
that hinder use. More importantly, as Leviton (2003) points out in her review of literature on
evaluation use, the knowledge in the field rests on evaluator self-report, often taken ―as-is‖
without triangulation or further investigation, succumbing to a standard of evidence would not be
tolerated in actual evaluation work.
In 1995, the Governmental Accountability Office delivered a report commissioned by the
late Senator Ted Kennedy on the status of the evaluation of three large federal programs. In
chapter three of the report, the authors note that ―Lack of information does not appear to be the
main problem … Rather, the problem seems to be that available information is not organized and
communicated effectively.‖ They went on to say that ―information did not reach the right people,
or it did, in a form that was difficult to digest‖ (Government Accountability Office, 1995, p. 39).
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Essentially, the GAO was tying poor formatting to the lack of instrumental use of the evaluation
reports. Despite the call for better organization and more effective communication in reporting,
nearly two decades have passed with little empirical research in evaluation to investigate the
pervasiveness or severity of the problem, nor significant professional development to address the
skill sets needed to make evaluation more memorable.
Graphic Design in Evaluation
Despite the lack of visual thinking and communication in published evaluation literature,
there are some promising signs that evaluators have predispositions or existing skill sets around
graphic representations of thinking. For example, the proliferation of logic models indicates some
level of experiential proof that visual diagrams can serve as helpful communication tools for
evaluator-client relationships (Wyatt-Knowlton & Phillips, 2009). In a similar vein, the recent
interest in social network analysis also suggests the growing importance of visual displays of data
directly in the field of evaluation. Somewhat more attention has been given to charting and
graphing, as mentioned earlier, which is another good sign, even if it is disconnected from visual
processing theory.
More specifically, a data visualization and reporting topical interest group was recently
formed within the American Evaluation Association (founded by this author), signaling a
growing interest in data visualization and graphic design, even with just a budding skill set among
the group’s members. Further, at the time of this writing, the single in-person professional
development workshop provided at the American Evaluation Association’s annual conference
which pertains to reporting, given by Kylie Hutchinson, has consistently placed in the top half of
all workshops, according to attendee ratings, and had one of the largest audiences of all
workshops provided. However, the professional development opportunity does not necessarily
address graphic design or draw on visual processing theories as evidence for guidance.
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Summary
This section outlined the fundamental principles behind visual processing and how
researchers in other fields have incorporated such theories into their own work in order to
enhance the attractiveness, legibility, and comprehension of their materials. This section then
addressed the absence of this fundamental evidence in the formal evaluation literature, drawing
attention to specific research agendas where it has not yet been included. However, there are
indicators of interest in learning more about good reporting and graphic design among the
membership of the American Evaluation Association.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This section outlines the three-part methodology that was used to answer the research
question: To what extent are graphic design principles carried out in actual professional
evaluator-client communications? To determine the extent to which evaluators use graphic design
principles in written evaluation reporting, the author needed a collection of principles, their
validation, and their application to a set of evaluation reports. For this study, a cross-sectional,
multi-method, nonexperimental design was used. The study was comprised of three parts,
described in the following section, where the specific design and methods used in each part are
discussed.
Part One
The purpose of the first part of the study was to develop an initial instrument to measure
the use of graphic design principles in evaluation reporting. The instrument is intended to be used
as a diagnostic tool, to be implemented by evaluation report authors to identify areas in need of
further attention in terms of graphic design. It is intended to be used by a report author in three
potential ways: (1) prior to his/her report writing, as a guide to how the report should be
formatted, (2) after report writing, as a review to ensure graphic design principles have been
followed by him/her, and (3) when reviewing another author’s report, to identify use of graphic
design principles. The instrument’s scoring mechanism can be used to prompt an author to review
additional checklist principles that should be incorporated into a report.
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Design, procedure and analysis. Part one of the study consisted of a cross-sectional
design. The selection of principles stemmed from an inductive content analysis of the literature
on multimedia learning, graphic design, visual communication, typography, legibility, and color
research. The literature review began with broad categories – type, grids and placement, graphics,
and color – and had a punctuation section that was later eliminated. The review continued until
the point of saturation, when no new principles could be added to the list of broad categories. The
total number of principles at this stage was 46, listed in the first column of the table below.
Table 1
First Iteration of Graphic Design Principles
Principle
Type

Sources

Modified Principle

Choose text types for body
reading

Reynolds (2010) p. 44; Samara (2007) p.
128; Tufte (1997) p. 65; Wheildon (2005)
p. 47; Williams (2008) p. 126

Text types are used for
narrative

Long reading should be in
9-11 point size

Juice Analytics (2009) p. 38; Lupton
(2004) p. 37; Wheildon (2005) p. 111;
Williams (2008) p. 128

Long reading is in 9-11
point size

Body text has stylistic
uniformity

Samara (2007) p. 116; Wheildon (2005) p.
51

Body text has stylistic
uniformity

Leading should be 14-15
points

Lupton (2004) p. 83; Reynolds (2010) p.
40; Samara (2007) p. 133; Wheildon
(2005) p. 111

Line spacing is 14-15
points

Choose display types for
callouts or headings

Reynolds (2010) p. 44; Wheildon (2005)
pp. 66, 70; Williams (2008) p. 170

Display types are used for
callouts or headings

Headers and callouts should
be in a larger point size

Juice Analytics (2009) p. 38; Morrison
(1930) p. 174; Williams (2008) p. 170

Headers & callouts are in a
larger point size

Display and text types
should be sufficiently
different

Malamed (2009) p. 56-57; Samara (2007)
p. 131; Williams (2008) p. 170

Display and text types are
sufficiently different

No more than 3 fonts
throughout

Reynolds (2010) p. 38; Samara (2007) pp.
13, 130

No more than 3 fonts are
used throughout

Captions should be in 9
point or smaller size

Juice Analytics (2009) p. 38

[Deleted - too few sources]
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Table 1 - continued
Principle
Type

Sources

Modified Principle

No sharply contrasting
thick and thin lines

Morrison (1930) p. 172; Williams (2008)
p. 155

[Deleted - too few sources]

Headings should be set in
small capitals

Morrison (1930) p. 173

[Deleted - dated principle]

Title in all caps

Morrison (1930) p. 174

[Deleted - dated principle]

Short passages can have all
caps, but longer passages
need sentence case.

Reynolds (2010) p. 36

[Deleted - too few sources]

Establish a grid system

Juice Analytics (2009); Lupton (2004) p.
123; Reynolds (2010) p. 202; Samara
(2007) pp. 72, 202

A grid system is established

Columns should be 8-12
words in length

Morrison (1930) p. 172 says "10-12";
Samara (2007) p. 132; Wheildon (2005) p.
99

Columns are 8-12 words in
length

Important elements should
be in prominent position

Few (2006) p. 15; Few (2009) p. 33; Juice
Analytics (2009) p. 29-30; Lupton (2004)
p. 94; Malamed (2009) p. 80; Reynolds
(2010) p. 186; Samara (2007) pp. 14, 155;
Ware (2008) p. 33; Wheildon (2005) p. 36;
Williams (2008) p. 72; Wolfe Horoqitz
(2004)

Important elements are in
prominent position

Use asymmetry for
emphasis

Reynolds (2010) p. 164; Samara (2007) pp.
29, 67; Williams (2008) p. 36

Elements are balanced
within a page

Body text should be left or
full justification
Hyphens should not end a
line more often than every
tenth line

Lupton (2004) p. 84; Samara (2007) p.
134; Wheildon (2005) p. 58

Body text is left or full
justified

Samara (2007) p. 137

[Deleted - too few sources]

Paragraphs should be just
noticeably indented

Morrison (1930) p. 173; Samara (2007) p.
141

[Deleted - too few, dated,
sources]

Chapter starts should be
emphasized

Morrison (1930) p. 173

[Deleted - dated principle]

Use single column

Morrison (1930) p. 173

[Deleted - integrated into
column length principle]

Leave blank space in each
page to give eyes place to
rest

Juice Analytics (2009) p. 32

[Deleted - integrated into
column length principle]

Grids & Placement
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Table 1- continued
Principle
Graphics

Sources

Modified Principle

Pictures or graphic
elements should be present

Malamed (2009) p.134

Pictures or graphic
elements are present

Pictures or graphic
elements should be placed
within foveal range of
associated text

Few (2006) p. 17; Juice Analytics (2009) p.
12; Malamed (2009) p. 36; Tufte (1990) p.
76

Graphics are within foveal
range of text

Graphic images should be
simplified to the extent
possible

Few (2006) p. 7 says no 3D or background
images; Few (2008) p. 11; Few (2009) pp.
60, 123; Jamet, Garota, & Quaireau (2008);
Joint Committee on Standards for Graphic
Presentation (1915) p. 895; Juice Analytics
(2009) pp. 21, 42; Malamed (2009) pp.
110, 175; Reynolds (2010) p. 58; Samara
(2007) p. 16; Tufte (2001) p. 105 on
reducing visual noise

Graphics are simplified to
the extent possible

Size of images should
correspond to size of data
or intentional changes in
meaning

Few (2006) p. 12; Juice Analytics (2009) p.
40; Malamed (2009) p. 137; Reynolds
(2010) p. 142; Tufte (2001) p. 77; Ware
(2008) p. 63

Size corresponds to changes
in meaning

Include appropriate
emotional appeal

Reynolds (2010) p. 79; Samara (2007) pp.
10, 191, 194, see color pp. 15, 110; Ware
(2008) p. 84 on cultural connotations, p.
124 on emotion

Emotional appeal is
included

Text, graphics and other
elements are in alignment

Samara (2007) p. 153; Ware (2008) p. 57

Text, graphics & other
elements are in alignment

Items that appear close
together logically belong
together

Juice Analytics (2009) p. 19; Malamed
(2009) pp. 51, 66; Reynolds (2010) p. 201;
Samara (2007) pp. 21, 157 Ware (2008) p.
63; Williams (2008) p.32; Woodmen,
Vecera, & Luck (2003)

Grouped items logically
belong together [moved to
Grids & Placement]

Graphics and text should
direct toward one another

Malamed (2009) p. 71; Reynolds (2010) p.
171; Williams (2008) p. 76

Graphics and text direct
toward one another

Williams (2008) p. 57

Some elements are repeated
throughout

Ware (2008) p. 96

[Deleted - too focused on
image manipulation]

Few (2008) p. 5; Juice Analytics (2009) p.
32; Reynolds (2010) p. 73 says to use
monochromatic; Tufte (1997) p. 77; Tufte
(2001) p. 154

Mostly monochromatic
color is used

Repetition of some
elements adds unity
Shadow effects and blur
can be helpful for images,
but not for text
Color
Use mostly grayscale
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Table 1 - continued
Principle
Color

Sources

Modified Principle

Body text should be a dark
grey or black on white
background

Samara (2007) p. 120; Ware (2008) p. 6768; Wheildon (2005) p. 81

Body is dark grey or black
on white background

Large areas or backgrounds
should be white or have
subdued colors

Tufte (1990) p. 58; Ware (2008) p. 85;
Wheildon (2005) p. 91

Large areas are white or
have subdued colors

Use one or two selective
colors for highlighting
purposes

Clarke & Costall (2008); Few (2006) p. 9;
Few (2008) p. 3; Few (2009) p. 49; Juice
Analytics (2009) p. 32; Malamed (2009) p.
206; Reynolds (2010) p. 64; Samara (2007)
pp. 108, 162; Tufte (1990) p. 83; Wheildon
(2005) p. 77

One or two selective colors
are used for emphasis

Emphasis colors should
contrast with background

Few (2008) p. 2; Juice Analytics (2009) p.
43; Malamed (2009) p. 49; Reynolds
(2010) p. 82; Samara (2007) p. 102; Ware
(2008) p. 76; Williams (2008) p. 65

Emphasis colors contrast
with background

Changes in color
correspond to changes in
meaning

Few (2006) p. 8; Few (2008) p. 3; Jamet,
Garota, & Quaireau (2008); Malamed
(2009) p.136; Samara (2007) pp. 89, 104;
Tufte (1997) p. 112; Ware (2008) p. 63

Changes in color
correspond to changes in
meaning

Color should reprint legibly
in black and white

Samara (2007) p. 120; Williams (2008)
pp.102, 108

Color reprints legibly in
black and white

Avoid use of textures in
type or charts

Malamed (2009) p. 110; Reynolds (2010)
p. 132; Tufte (1990) p. 61; Tufte (2001) p.
121; Ware (2008) p. 51

[Deleted - too specific to
charts/graphs]

Red-green and yellow-blue
color combinations should
be avoided

Few (2008) p. 10; Few (2009) p. 40;
Reynolds (2010) p. 78; Ware (2008) p. 73

[Deleted - but ultimately
brought back and added to
sidebar]

Lupton (2004) p. 164; Reynolds (2010) p.
60; Samara (2007) p. 145

[Deleted - not a part of
layout]

Samara (2007) p. 142

[Deleted - current trend, but
not a principle]

Samara (2007) p. 142

Bullets are slightly less than
text [moved to Type]

Samara (2007) p. 144

[Deleted - more about
punctuation]

Punctuation
Free of typos.
Punctuation should hang
out to the left
Bullets should be slightly
heavier than text's vertical
stroke weight
A single space should
follow each sentence.
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Then, the author reviewed the list for the principles with the strongest agreement in the
field, based on the number and recency of the accompanying citations, listed in the second
column of Table 1. Eight principles were discarded that appeared weak (i.e., supported by only
one scholar and/or very dated). Two principles outlined in the literature were absorbed into
another principle. One principle on graph color was eliminated because the checklist was not
intended to focus on graphs, specifically. Another principle on image manipulation was
eliminated because the checklist was not designed for the advanced technical skill levels required
to carry out that principle. The item on color combinations was deleted because it appeared to
have narrower applicability. However, it was ultimately brought back in a later iteration as a note
in the sidebar because the feedback from part two of the study deemed it important.
The punctuation section was ultimately removed. Punctuation, generally, did not seem
under the purview of graphic design, as the small number of citations in that section attests. One
principle from that section on bullets was kept and moved to the type section, because bullets are
graphic elements. Finally, nearly all principles were reworded slightly so that they read less like
suggestions and were easier to rate. The final set of 30 principles gathered at the end of part one is
listed in the third column of Table 1.
The unidimensional rating scale created to ascertain the use of the principles consisted of
three response options, Fully Met, Partly Met, and Not Met. The first iteration of the checklist in
included as Appendix A. The author then sought approval from the Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board to conduct the remainder of the study. They reviewed the study as proposed and
decided approval was not needed. The letter is included as Appendix B.
Part Two
The purpose of the second part of the study was to gather input on the first iteration of
checklist items through an expert review panel and using a cross-sectional design. In doing so, the
review panel confirmed content validity of the instrument through a procedure described below.
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Expert recruitment and procedure. When the first draft of the instrument was complete
at the culmination of part one of the study, the author assembled a 4-member graphic design
expert review panel. A list of potential panelists was developed in conjunction with the
dissertation chair. The four were selected based on their experience and involvement in graphic
design activities, their scholarly contributions on the topic, and their geographic location. Their
demographics are listed below, in Table 2.
Table 2
Graphic Design Expert Characteristics
Name

Position

Education

Experience

Peter
Brakeman

Creative
Director,
Brakeman
Design

MFA, Painting,
University of
Cincinnati

30 years

Lead Graphic
Design Lead,
Tiger Studio

BS, Industrial
Design, Western
Michigan
University;
Industrial Design,
Kunsthochschule
Berlin-Weissensee
- Hochschule für
Gestaltung

Christy
Kloote

Contributions/
Awards

Location
Kalamazoo,
MI

10 years

Chair of
Development, West
Michigan American
Institute of Graphic
Arts; Past board
member, Industrial
Designers Society of
America

Zeeland, MI

Lancaster,
PA

Jacksonville,
FL

Kevin
Brady

Adjunct
Assistant
Professor, Art
and Art
History,
Franklin &
Marshall
College

MFA, Painting,
Kalamazoo
College; BA, Art
and English,
Institute of
American
Universities, Aixen-Provence,
France

19 years

Dedalus Foundation
Fellowship Award,
Vermont Studio
Center; Artist
Fellowship Award,
Virginia Center for
the Creative Arts;
Irving S. Gilmore
Emerging Artist
Grant, Arts Council
of Greater
Kalamazoo

Chris
Metzner

Graphic
Designer,
Mint
Magazine

BFA, Graphic
Design, Frostburg
State University

13 years

Blogger at
chrismetzner.com
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The goal of the panel review was to determine whether the checklist was exhaustive and
whether the items were mutually exclusive. Therefore, the panelists were invited to review the
instrument, comment on its elements, and provide input on the scale, particularly pointing out
whether any principles should have been added, altered, or deleted. The email invitation,
feedback questionnaire (electronic file), and checklist (the first iteration) are provided in
Appendices C, D, and A, respectively. Experts were also sent one report, randomly selected from
the pool of uniquely-authored reports pulled from the Informal Science Education website
(described further in part three of the study) for reference. Panelists typed their input into the
feedback questionnaire and emailed it to the author of this study. Each panelist received a $200
gratuity.
Analysis. Experts were asked to provide feedback by checklist section, on the response
scale, and on the checklist as a whole. The author reviewed all comments by report section for
commonalities and contradictions. Although panelists rarely described the same concern, each
pointed to areas/issues to resolve. The principles, as given to the panelists, are listed below in the
first column of Table 3. The panel’s summarized feedback in listed in the second column.
Table 3
Checklist Iteration Based on Expert Panel Feedback
Principle
Type

Summarized Commentary*

Modified Principle
Type

Text types are used for
narrative

Text fonts are used for
narrative text

Long reading is in 9-11
point size

Long reading is in 9-11
point size

Body text has stylistic
uniformity

Suggest ―All caps and bold text…‖ be
its own item. Of all factors in stylistic
uniformity (consistency of indents, of
spacing, tabs, point size and leading,
etc.), these are among the most
commonly abused.

Line spacing is 14-15
points

Body text has stylistic
uniformity
Line spacing is 14-15
points
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Table 3 - continued
Principle
Type

Summarized Commentary*

Modified Principle
Type

Display types are used for
callouts or headings

Seems like it blends with the following
Headings comment.

Headers & callouts are
emphasized

Headers & callouts are in a
larger point size
Display and text types are
sufficiently different

[merged with Headers &
callouts]
I don’t know what is meant by Display
text; I think perhaps a short list of
terms/definitions would be helpful to
the average audience.

[merged with Headers &
callouts]

No more than 3 fonts are
used throughout

No more than 3 fonts are
used

Bullets are slightly less than
text

Bullets are slightly less
thick than text

Grids & Placement
A grid system is established

Alignment
Grids and placement may be a difficult
concept, may need to use a more
common term like alignment; Change
this section to ―Layout‖

Alignment is consistent

Asymmetry is used for
emphasis

[merged with Alignment]

Columns are 8-12 words in
length

Columns are 8-12 words
in length

Important elements are in
prominent position

Important elements are
prominent

Elements are balanced
within a page

[merged with Alignment]

Body text is left or full
justified

Body text is left or full
justified

Grouped items logically
belong together

Grouped items logically
belong together
There isn’t a point which explicitly
addresses allocation of empty areas.
The composition of open spaces or
―pauses‖ between and among text
blocks and graphics creates emphasis
and facilitates reading and overall
comprehension.

Empty area is allocated
on each page

Graphics

Graphics

Pictures or graphic
elements are present

Pictures/graphic elements
are present

Graphics are within foveal
range of text

Can you explain this in even more
laymen’s terms?
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Graphics are near
associated text

Table 3 - continued
Principle
Graphics

Summarized Commentary*

Modified Principle
Graphics

Graphics are simplified to
the extent possible

Graphics are simple

Size corresponds to changes
in meaning

Size corresponds to
changes in meaning

Emotional appeal is
included

I’m not clear on what the fifth point
means – ―emotional appeal is
included,‖ or its explanation under
―best practice.‖ The relationship
between ―emotional appeal,‖ ―visual
metaphor,‖ and ―visual theme‖ seems to
me a little loose, imprecise and/or
unclear.

Visual theme is evident

Text, graphics & other
elements are in alignment

[merged with Alignment]

Graphics and text direct
toward one another

Graphics direct toward
text

Some elements are repeated
throughout

Some elements are
repeated

Color
Mostly monochromatic
color is used
Body is dark grey or black
on white background
Large areas are white or
have subdued colors

Color
[deleted - conflicted or duplicated other
principles]
Narrative text is dark
grey or black
Might want to clarify ―subdued.‖ Point
seems to be, no light-on-dark text – so
maybe, ―background should be white or
light, grayed color‖ - ?

One or two selective colors
are used for emphasis

Emphasis colors contrast
with background

Background has
white/subdued color
One or two emphasis
colors are used

The rule has more application in
painting. It’s a perceptual effect one
sees in painting pictorial form and
space, and I don’t think there would be
many instances where it transfers to
graphic design

Changes in color
correspond to changes in
meaning
Color reprints legibly in
black and white
*Semicolons demarcate comments from different panelists
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[deleted - if other
principles are met, so will
the intention of this one]
Color changes mark
meaning changes
Color reprints legibly in
black and white

The instrument was modified as a result of their input and the modifications are listed in
the third column of Table 3. Three items from the Type section were merged into one renamed
item about headers and callouts. Two of the four panelists suggested a reduction of the use of the
word grid throughout the checklist. Even though grids are a major topic in the field of graphic
design, the panelists believed the concept would be difficult for practitioners since they still
struggle with it themselves. The section was renamed Alignment and other references to a grid
were reduced or reworded. Two items were merged into the best practice description of another
principle in the Alignment section.
In the Color section, three items were deleted. One, on using monochromatic color,
seemed to conflict with other suggestions to use one or two selective colors. In hindsight, the
literature around use of monochromatic color pertained more directly to graph design, which is
not the focus of the checklist. Another item, Emphasis colors contrast with background, was
removed because a panelist described how the principle, as stated, was not applicable to graphic
design. The author also believed the principle was obsolete if the other principles in that section
were met, inadvertently force the deleted principle to be met as well.
One item in the Graphics section was merged with another in the Alignment section. One
new item was added to the Alignment section – on the use of empty space on the page. As shown
in Table 1, it was a principle originally in the list of potential checklist items that the author
merged into another principle on column length. The author had made this change with the
assumption that if other principles in that same section were met, the principle would also be met
without further effort on the part of the report designer. However, one of the panelists believed
the point needed to be clearer and thus the principle was added back to the checklist. A few other
wording changes were made solely at the author’s discretion in order to be more parsimonious.
As a result, the modified version of the checklist contained 25 items, listed in the third column of
Table 3.
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The panelists also sent feedback about the checklist as a whole, which resulted in some
other changes. A sidebar with Notes was added to the checklist to allow for more commentary
and examples, as pieces of this feature were suggested by multiple panelists. One panelist sent a
long list of suggested additions to the checklist. Many were pared down and incorporated into the
Notes sidebar as examples or illustrations of a principle. The Notes sidebar was also where
examples of best practices were included, at the suggestion of the panelists.
The author asked specifically about the rating scale and all experts were comfortable with
it, referring to the three-point scale as ―easy to understand and use‖ and ―actionable.‖ Two
wanted better labeling for the numerical equivalents to each letter rating and this was added. One
suggested a simpler point assignment to each rating, 1, ½, and 0 instead of 2, 1 and 0, and this
change was also made. The end product of part two was an instrument that can be applied to
evaluation reports to measure the existence of graphic design principles.
The graphic design expert review panel supported the establishment of content validity of
the checklist. Given the domain of evaluation report layout and the items provided under that
domain in four categories, the experts provided systematic feedback about whether the items were
sufficient to represent good report layout if all were Fully Met.
Part Three
The purpose of part three of the study was to apply the checklist to a set of evaluation
reports, such that the findings could give insight into the extent of graphic design use in
evaluation reporting. In the third part of the study the author used maximum variability sampling
to select reports. Each rater reviewed all sampled reports (a fully-crossed design).
Sample selection. The Informal Science Education (ISE) program of the National
Science Foundation was selected as the source for the sampled reports. The program requires
summative evaluation and requires the summative evaluation reports to be posted on a publiclyaccessible website, thus offering a large population from which to sample. All reports listed as
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Summative or Summative Report in the Informal Science Education website as of February 7,
2011 were copied into a spreadsheet. In total, there were 192 reports, all of which were published
between 1996 and 2010. The author first eliminated executive summaries of reports because she
believed they would not have sufficient material to gauge the extent of graphic design use.
Further, a handful of authors were responsible for multiple reports. In order to assess the widest
range of reports, only one report was randomly selected for each author, for a sample of 98
uniquely authored reports. To implement the maximum variability sampling strategy, the author
first used the checklist to rate each report, obtained as electronic versions from the ISE website.
As she went through the reports, the author found four others that were also executive summaries
but had not been labeled as such in the title. They were eliminated from the sample, leaving 94
reports which the author rated using the checklist. The author then ranked all reports by their
summary score and used maximum variability sampling to select 5 reports for further
examination. The author selected the highest (Report 4) and lowest (Report 3) rated reports and
then chose 1 report closest to the mean and 2 others spaced around the mean score. The table
below describes the essential characteristics of the set of reports as a whole along with the 5
reports selected for further study.
Table 4
Report Characteristics
Publication Date

Number of Pages

All

1996-2010

5-235 (range)
(median)

Report 1
Report 2
Report 3
Report 4
Report 5

2010
2008
2003
2009
2010

27
47
60
120
9

Rating by Author
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5.5-17.5 (range) 11.4 (mean) 2.4
(standard deviation)
11
12
5.5
17.5
9
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Rater recruitment and procedure. The author compiled a panel of 16 raters to apply
the instrument to evaluation reports using purposive sampling. Panelists were recruited from the
attendees at the author’s two workshop sessions on the checklist and graphic design principles for
evaluators at the AEA/CDC Summer Institute. The audience was comprised of evaluation
practitioners with at least modest interest in improving evaluation communication. Panelist
characteristics are described below, in Table 5.
Table 5
Rater Characteristics
Name

Field*

Organization

Education
M. Ed., M. S., Ph.D. in
progress, North
Carolina State
University, Psychology
in the Public Interest,
AEA Graduate
Education Diversity
Internship
MPH, Health Behavior
& Health Education,
University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill,
AEA Graduate
Education Diversity
Internship

Location

Years of
Experience

Raleigh, NC

3

Washington
DC

1

Atlanta, GA

5

Atlanta, GA

6

New York,
NY

3.5

12

Dawn
Henderson

Community
Psychology

North
Carolina State
University

Alison
Mendoza

Public
Health

American
Evaluation
Association

Rachel
Kossover

Public
Health

Gillian
Cross

Public
Health

Elizabeth
Pierson

Education

Education
Development
Center, Inc.

Alicia
MoagStahlberg

Nutrition &
Public
Health

Ceres
Connections

MS, RD, University of
Illinois College of
Medicine

Chicago, IL

Psychology

OMG Center
for
Collaborative
Learning

MS, Psychology,
Georgia State
University

Philadelphia,
PA

Adina
Wright

Centers for
Disease
Control and
Prevention
international
consulting
firm

MPH, Public Health
Nutrition, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities
MPH, Health
Education, Emory
University
MA, International
Education
Development,
Columbia University
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Table 5 - continued
Name

Field*

Organization

Education

Location

Years of
Experience

Lehua
Choy

Public
Health

University of
Hawaii at
Manoa

MPH, Social and
Behavioral Health
Sciences, University of
Hawaii at Manoa

Honolulu, HI

3

MPH, Health Systems
Management & Policy,
University of Colorado
Health Sciences Center

Denver, CO

1.5

PhD, Sociology,
University of California
- Davis

Sacramento,
CA

8.5

PhD in progress,
Sociology, University
of Colorado at Boulder,
Graduate Education
Diversity Internship

Boulder, CO

1

Miranda
Meadow

Stuart
Henderson

Public
Health

Sociology

Colorado
Department of
Public Health
and
Environment
University of
CaliforniaDavis Clinical
and
Translational
Science
Center

Tamara
Renee
Williams

Sociology

University of
Colorado at
Boulder

Sviatlana
Fahmy

Sociology

Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology

PhD, Sociology and
Social Work, Boston
University

Brookline,
MA

7

Gabriel
Fosson

Public
Health

The
University of
Alabama,
Institute for
Social
Research

MPA, Syracuse
University

Tuscaloosa,
AL

1

Heather
Logghe

Surgery &
Public
Health

University of
California,
San Francisco

PhD in progress,
University of
California, San
Francisco - School of
Medicine

San
Francisco,
CA

2

MPH, Emory
University

Atlanta, GA

10

MPH, Global Maternal
and Child Health,
Tulane University

New Orleans,
LA

2

Georgia
Pediatric
Pulmonology
Associates
Louisiana
Janna
Public
Public Health
Knight
Health
Institute
*in conjunction with evaluation
Tanisha
Hill

Public
Health
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The invitation materials and instrument (in its second iteration) are included in
Appendices E and F, respectively.
Each panelist received all 5 evaluation reports to review and an electronic copy of the
checklist via email. They were directed to mark one checklist per report, ask the study author any
questions, and email all checklists back to the study author. Several raters did ask questions for
clarification while completing the checklists. The author answered their questions at that time and
collected all questions for later analysis, which will be described later in this section. All 16 raters
returned 5 checklists each. The author reviewed every checklist to verify there were no missing
data. Raters were compensated $200 for their time. Several raters also sent anecdotal feedback
about the checklist, which were combined with the clarifying questions sent earlier.
Analysis. All quantitative data was entered into Excel. The author examined and verified
any unusual data entry against the original checklist.
The first analysis task was to establish the measure of central tendency used for all
subsequent analysis. This table compares the three measures of central tendency (mode, median,
and mean) for each item on the checklist, using the ratings of the 16 raters.
Table 6
Central Tendencies for Checklist Items
Item

Wording

Mode

Median

Variance

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Skewness*

Kurtosis**

3

3

.82

2.3

.91

-.64

-1.49

3

3

.85

2.2

.92

-.33

-1.76

3

3

.41

2.7

.64

-1.63

1.43

1

2

.83

2.0

.91

.15

-1.80

2

2

.50

2.2

.71

-.26

-.96

3

3

.51

2.7

.71

-1.73

1.29

Type
1
2
3
4
5
6

Text fonts are used
for narrative text
Long reading is in
9-11 point size
Body text has
stylistic uniformity
Line spacing is 1415 points
Headers & callouts
are emphasized
No more than 3
fonts are used
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Table 6 - continued
Item

Wording

Mode

Median

Variance

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Skewness*

Kurtosis**

1

1

.82

1.8

.91

.52

-1.60

3

3

.33

2.5

.57

-.62

-.60

1

2

.70

2.0

.84

.14

-1.57

2

2

.56

2.0

.75

.04

-1.18

3

3

.10

2.9

.32

-2.50

4.36

3

3

.45

2.4

.67

-.75

-.52

2

2

.56

2.1

.75

-.19

-1.17

1

2

.60

1.8

.78

.32

-1.26

3

2

.80

2.0

.89

-.08

-1.76

3

2

.84

2.0

.91

-.05

-1.82

1

1

.65

1.6

.81

.93

-.81

1

1

.45

1.3

.67

1.83

1.82

1

1

.33

1.3

.57

1.50

1.33

1

1

.48

1.5

.69

1.19

.10

3

3

3.0

0.00

3

3

.07

3.0

.27

-5.95

37.65

1

2

.88

2.0

.94

.10

-1.89

Type
Bullets are
slightly less thick
than text
Alignment
Alignment is
8
consistent
Columns are 8-12
9
words in length
Important
10
elements are
prominent
Body text is left
11
or full justified
Grouped items
12
logically belong
together
Empty area is
13
allocated on each
page
Graphics
Pictures/graphic
14
elements are
present
Graphics are near
15
associated text
Graphics are
16
simple
Size corresponds
17
to changes in
meaning
Graphics direct
18
toward text
Visual theme is
19
evident
Some elements
20
are repeated
Color
Narrative text is
21
dark grey or
black
Background has
22
white/subdued
color
7

23

One or two
emphasis colors
are used
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Table 6 - continued
Item

Wording

Mode

Median

Variance

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Skewness*

Kurtosis**

.78

1.8

.88

.43

-1.59

.44

2.6

.66

-1.54

1.05

Color
24
25

Color changes
mark meaning
1
1
changes
Color reprints
legibly in black
3
3
and white
*Standard error for skewness: .269
**Standard error for kurtosis: .532

In six cases the mode and median are different, with the median shifting to the middle
rating of 2 in all cases. Rounding to the nearest whole number, the mean is different from the
mode in 13 cases. However, mean is not an appropriate measure in this scenario because the
items exhibit nonnormal distributions. For example, 19 of the measures of kurtosis are either
leptokurtic (n=7) or platykurtic (n=12). Further, 8 of the measures of skewness are either positive
(n=3) or negative (n=5), indicating asymmetrical distributions. Means are not the appropriate
central tendency measure for asymmetric distributions (Shavelson, 1996). Medians are the more
common alternative for such distributions. Modes are often seen as instable because they can be
thrown off by the ratings of one or two raters. However, given the small scale in this study, the
instability of mode is less of a concern. In fact, the study is designed to understand what most
raters thought about each item. Therefore, mode is the most appropriate measure of central
tendency and will be used in the analysis in Chapter 4.
Descriptive statistics were then used to identify weak and strong areas of use of graphic
design principles in evaluation reporting. To examine the reliability of the instrument, percent
agreement and Krippendorff’s alpha, the multirater ordinal equivalent of interrater reliability, was
calculated. Krippendorff’s alpha is designed for use on nominal or ordinal data (unlike Fleiss’s
kappa or Cronbach’s alpha) and for use with multiple raters (unlike Cohen’s kappa). Reliability
measures assume that four conditions are met: (1) data are independently obtained, (2) raters are
informed by common instructions, (3) reports are randomly drawn for review, and (4) raters are
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similar enough to those who could be found elsewhere (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). The
procedures described above for part three of the study ensured that (1) and (2) were reasonably
met. However, (3) is not met in that the reports were purposely selected for maximum variability
rather than selected at random. The range of subfields and backgrounds of the raters, shown in
Table 5, suggests that (4) is also met. With 3 of the 4 assumptions met, the author justified use of
percent agreement and Krippendorff’s alpha for reliability measures.
Further evidence of the usefulness of the checklist was measured by correlating the
modal rater score with the study author’s scores, as an expert in the area. As shown in Table 6,
the data do not meet the typical assumptions required for using Pearson’s correlation; they are not
interval level and do not display a normal distribution. Nonparametric measures were used
instead. Gamma was used to calculate the correlation coefficient, as it is the equivalent of an
interclass correlation calculated with an ordinal scale and it is the recommended option when the
data have ties, as would be expected in a small scale (Agresti, 2002). The contingency tables
produced also provide more descriptive evidence of the accuracy of the checklist. Details of these
analyses are presented in the next chapter.
Final Changes to the Checklist
Clarifying questions and anecdotal feedback were examined using content analysis to
identify patterns among responses. None of the feedback included remarks on the rating scale. All
rater feedback is listed in the first column of Table 7. The second column lists the identification
number of the rater associated with the feedback, or who provided a very similar anecdote. All
reasonable concerns and suggestions about areas of clarification were addressed. These changes
are listed in the third column of Table 7.
The author also noticed that there was a discrepancy with one principle, Line spacing is
14-15 points. The best practice associated with this principle notes that the line spacing should be
1.1-1.2 times larger than the point size. An earlier principle recommended a point size ranging
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from 9-11. Thus, appropriate line spacing would be 11-13 points, not 14-15. One rater expressed
concern over this principle, detailed in the table below. While the concern may not have been
produced by the error, it was another reason to clarify the principle for the final draft of the
checklist. The revised version is included as Appendix G.
Table 7
Rater Feedback and Subsequent Changes to Checklist
Rater Feedback

Rater ID

Actions

There was not N/A option. How do you rate a report
when certain elements on the checklist are NOT
included? When a report just didn’t have either
graphics, or columns, or color, there was no way to
indicate that. My interpretation of the ―Not Met‖
category was that a graphic or font, or style WAS used,
but that it didn’t meet the criteria that you outlined in
best practices.

8

The author did not add N/A
option, because it is likely that
too many raters would opt for
an N/A option as an easy way
out.

Do tables fit under graphics? Tables were not
mentioned in the tool so I wasn’t sure if I should be
counting them as graphics.

8, 3, 5

They do - a note was added to
the first best practice in that
section.

I wanted to qualify why I gave certain marks, but there
was no space for that.

8, 11

No action taken at this time.

It says that a well formatted report scores within 24-26
points, yet the maximum score that it is possible to
obtain seems to be 25 points. Type-7; Alignment-6;
Graphics-7; Color-5.

3

The sentence about wellformatted reports has been
changed. One item had been
deleted after expert panel
review and, as such, it no
longer summed to 26.

On page 1 on the right "Notes" section, I was confused
at first because I thought I understood what "serif" is,
however your example of serif fonts didn't fit my
definition of serif. It took me a few minutes to realize
that the names weren't in their actual fonts. Putting the
font names in their own fonts would demonstrate what
is meant by "serif."

12

The author put the name of the
font in the font for better
clarity.

3

The author added a note to
show this is about line spacing
and changed the numbers in
this principle to better reflect
an earlier principle about font
size for long reading. This
should clarify that this item is
about spaces between lines
within a paragraph.

Does the line spacing refer to spacing between
paragraphs or between each line within a paragraph?
One of my documents was written double-spaced,
which made me re-think the spacing question. Before I
had assumed it was the space between paragraphs.
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Table 7 - continued
Rater Feedback
I would recommend rearranging the rating column with
the best practices column. I was a little confused at first
and I think this would make it clear that we are
measuring against the best practices.

I was wondering how to respond if there are no
graphics. This was not an option on the tool.

Rater ID

Actions

11, 9

The author added a note to the
instructions about use of best
practice such that the rating is
not to be based on the best
practice. The best practice
should be used as a guide.

11, 3

The author clarified that tables
and graphs count here and that
the section should be rated Not
Met if there are no graphics.

Summary
In this chapter, the author outlined the three-part methodology that was used to answer
the research question. A review of the literature produced the first iteration of the Evaluation
Report Layout Checklist. It was sent to a panel of graphic design experts for review. Substantial
changes were made to the checklist as a result of their input. The revised checklist was then
applied to 5 evaluation reports by 16 evaluation practitioners. Changes were again made to the
instrument based on the raters’ informal feedback. Their data set of ratings was analyzed, which
will be discussed fully in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
This chapter focuses on the main research question posed in the study and the analyses
produced through part 3 of the previous chapter. It also includes a section titled ―Emergent
Issues,‖ which addresses additional analytical questions brought forth during analysis. The
evidence supporting the answer to each question is provided, along with a discussion that
interprets and contextualizes the evidence.
Extent of Graphic Design Principle Use in Evaluation Reporting
This section provides the results of the descriptive statistics that answer the study’s main
research question: To what extent are graphic design principles carried out in actual professional
evaluator-client communications?
In order to answer the research question, the following table is presented, which lists the
modal rating for each item on the checklist, as given by the practitioner-raters.
Table 8 presents the mode for each checklist item, across all five reports, along with the
percent of the raters who gave the item the same rating as the mode (an indication of the strength
of agreement behind each item’s ultimate ranking).
The table groups the items by their modal rating. Then, within those groups, the modal
ratings are ranked according to the percent of practitioners rating the mode from highest to
lowest. There are 7 items ranked by at least 60% of the raters as Fully Met. Twelve out of 25
items in total (48%) had a mode of Fully Met.
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Table 8
Mode of Each Checklist Item
% of Raters
Marking Mode
21
Narrative text is dark grey or black
3
100.0
22
Background has white/subdued color
3
96.3
11
Body text is left or full justified
3
88.8
6
No more than 3 fonts are used
3
78.8
3
Body text has stylistic uniformity
3
73.8
25
Color reprints legibly in black and white
3
72.5
1
Text fonts are used for narrative text
3
60.0
8
Alignment is consistent
3
53.8
12
Grouped items logically belong together
3
52.5
2
Long reading is in 9-11 point size
3
51.3
16
Graphics are simple
3
42.5
15
Graphics are near associated text
3
41.3
5
Headers & callouts are emphasized
2
47.5
10
Important elements are prominent
2
45.0
13
Empty area is allocated on each page
2
43.8
18
Graphics direct toward text
1
78.8
19
Visual theme is evident
1
71.3
20
Some elements are repeated
1
65.0
17
Size corresponds to changes in meaning
1
62.5
7
Bullets are slightly less thick than text
1
56.3
24
Color changes mark meaning changes
1
51.3
23
One or two emphasis colors are used
1
46.3
4
Line spacing is 14-15 points
1
45.0
14
Pictures/graphic elements are present
1
40.0
9
Columns are 8-12 words in length
1
38.8
* Refers to report section: T=Type, A=Alignment, G=Graphics, C=Color

Section*
C
C
A
T
T
C
T
A
A
T
G
G
T
A
A
G
G
G
G
T
C
C
T
G
A

Item

Wording

Mode

There are 4 items ranked by at least 60% of the raters as Not Met. Nine of the 25 items
(36%) had a mode of Not Met. Note that all items with a modal rating of 2 have less than 50%
agreement. Given this analyses it is possible to determine which graphic design principles are
most often Fully Met and Not Met in the sample.
Discussion
Items frequently rated as Fully Met were (1) Narrative text is dark grey or black, (2)
Background has white/subdued color, (3) Body text is left or full justified, (4) No more than 3
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fonts are used, (5) Body text has stylistic uniformity, (6) Color reprints legibly in black and white,
and (7) Text fonts are used for narrative text. These graphic design principles can be interpreted
as those most extensively used by the authors of the sampled evaluation reports. Three of these
items are in the Color section of the checklist, representing 60% of the items in that section.
Three of the top items are in the Type section, representing 42.9% of that section. One of the top
items is in the Alignment section, representing 16.7% of that section. None of the items in the
Graphics section were in the top portion of the Fully Met items. Color, and to some degree Type,
can be interpreted as the graphic design areas most extensively appropriately used by the authors
of the sampled evaluation reports.
Items frequently rated as Not Met were (1) Graphics direct toward text, (2) Visual theme
is evident, (3) Some elements are repeated, and (4) Size corresponds to changes in meaning.
These graphic design principles can be interpreted as those most underused by the authors of the
sampled reports. All 4 of these items are in the Graphics section of the checklist, representing
57.1% of the items in that section. Graphics can be interpreted as the graphic design area most in
need of better incorporation into the sampled evaluation reports.
Interpretation of Factors Affecting Extent of Graphic Design Use
While the experiences and expertise of the report authors are unknown, it is possible to
surmise some reasonable explanations for the varying extents of use of graphic design principles.
First, items that ranked at the top included elements of document production that appear to be
rather traditional principles evident in most reporting and reading. Proper use of text color,
justification, and font seem to be in the repertoire of most people who routinely engage in word
processing. Conversely, the items ranked lowest dealt with graphics and their placement in the
body of a report. These are areas of knowledge that most academically-based evaluators would
not normally encounter in their training – professional or informal. In fact, the field has generally
ignored this topic in the literature, as was reviewed in Chapter 2.
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Out of all 94 reports reviewed for the sample, a total of 12.7% of the reports had no
graphic elements to support the report narrative. Of these, four reports (4.2%) had no graphic
elements at all – including tables or graphs. Another 3.2% of the reports had no graphic elements
beyond a picture on the cover page. An additional 3.2% included photos, but only in the
appendix. Two of the reports (2.1%) had only technical tables in the report appendix as their
graphic elements. Beyond these, over one-third of the reports (34.7%) had tables and/or graphs in
the narrative of the report, but had no additional graphic elements. The lack of graphic
incorporation is somewhat surprising, given the general topic of the evaluand – informal science
education. This area primarily – but not exclusively – includes the evaluation of educational
displays in museums, aquariums, and zoos. In those scenarios, the inclusion of photographs of
attendees interacting with the exhibit or exhibit floor plans would make sense, both as
explanations of the evaluand and as graphic enhancements (indeed, over half of the reports did
include something of this nature).
In Chapter 1 the author suspected the lack of graphic enhancement stems from
evaluators’ desire to appear academic and scholarly, since traditional publications tend to be
comprised of pages of pure prose. Evaluators may feel that graphics would undermine their
credibility, but the author proposes that this is potentially due to a lack of understanding of how
type, alignment, graphics, and color impact comprehension. Likewise, as seen in the literature on
graphics, the addition of content-relevant graphic images or the elimination of unnecessary
embellishments is a somewhat recent development for reporting in general. It appears that the
development has yet to make deep roots in the evaluation field. Appropriate handling of graphics,
let alone their role in communicating evaluation findings, requires some training/education which
is likely outside that which most evaluators receive.
Secondly, the default settings of most common word processing programs are set to
handle some graphic design principles automatically. Text color and page color, for example,
would have to be intentionally altered by the user in order for these items on the checklist to
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become Not Met. White page backgrounds are extremely common in written reporting but
relatively less common in other reporting formats, such as slideshows. The ubiquitous use of
nonwhite backgrounds in these other reporting formats is why the principle emerged so strongly
in the literature review and was verified by the expert panel, even though the checklist focuses on
written reporting. The same may be true with black text - in this author’s experience nonblack
text is much more common in slideshows than in written reports. Default settings may be
supporting the authors’ use of graphic design principles in place of actual understanding about the
role of text color, page color, or other checklist items in reader comprehension.
To what extent are graphic design principles used in evaluation reporting? They are used
fairly extensively – at least those that are more familiar to a general public and harder to deviate
from in a written evaluation report format. It is the areas that involve the proper use of graphics to
support learning and information retention that are weakest and such information is not
commonly encountered by evaluators.
Emergent Issues
In this section, the author addresses questions about instrument reliability, providing
multiple analyses for a complete interpretation.
Interrater reliability. Reliability of the items was determined by calculating
Krippendorff’s alpha, the reliability coefficient desired when one has ordinal data and multiple
raters (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). The reliability coefficients are presented in the table below
for each item, along with exact percent agreement, a weaker determination of reliability because
it does not take into consideration the possibility that raters agreed by chance.
Table 9
Reliability of Checklist Items
Section*

Item

Wording

% Agreement

Krippendorff’s α

C
C

21
22

Narrative text is dark grey or black
Background has white/subdued color

100.0
92.5

n/a
-0.03
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Table 9 - continued
Section* Item
Wording
% Agreement
A
11
Body text is left or full justified
81.2
T
1
Text fonts are used for narrative text
70.3
C
24
Color changes mark meaning changes
69.2
G
18
Graphics direct toward text
66.8
C
23
One or two emphasis colors are used
65.5
G
19
Visual theme is evident
64.5
T
6
No more than 3 fonts are used
63.8
C
25
Color reprints legibly in black and white
60.7
T
3
Body text has stylistic uniformity
57.0
G
17
Size corresponds to changes in meaning
56.5
G
16
Graphics are simple
56.0
A
8
Alignment is consistent
55.0
G
15
Graphics are near associated text
54.7
G
20
Some elements are repeated
54.2
G
14
Pictures/graphic elements are present
52.7
T
2
Long reading is in 9-11 point size
52.0
A
13
Empty area is allocated on each page
50.3
T
7
Bullets are slightly less thick than text
47.8
T
5
Headers & callouts are emphasized
43.0
A
12
Grouped items logically belong together
43.0
A
10
Important elements are prominent
42.2
T
4
Line spacing is 14-15 points
40.8
A
9
Columns are 8-12 words in length
36.3
* Refers to report section: T=Type, A=Alignment, G=Graphics, C=Color

Krippendorff’s α
0.07
0.62
0.73
0.14
0.60
0.25
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.29
0.44
0.25
0.46
0.17
0.49
0.29
0.41
0.15
0.28
0.05
0.30
0.12
0.10

As might be expected with a scale comprised of only 3 items (Crocker & Algina, 2008;
Mehrens & Lehmann, 1991), little variability exists and the possibility that raters might agree by
chance is quite high. As such, the reliability coefficients are very low – so low that one was not
even able to be calculated because all raters agreed (this is 100% agreement). Generally, they
ranged from -.03 to .73, with only 3 items having reliability coefficients falling at .60 or higher
for the sample. While there are many interpretations of levels of strength for reliability
coefficients, generally speaking, levels below .60 are considered fair to poor (Landis & Koch,
1977).
Exact percent agreement, while a less sophisticated measure, shows a very different
picture than the reliability coefficient. Percent agreement ranged from 36.3% to 100%, with a
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median of 56%. Ten items held exact percent agreements that were 60% or higher. All of the
items in the Color section of the checklist fell into this high grouping. All but one item each in the
sections Alignment and Graphics fell below the 60% threshold for exact percent agreement.
Discussion. The low figures produced by the reliability test would appear to suggest that
the instrument is weak. Figures such as these imply that the instrument could not be used by
others to produce similar judgments about the extent of graphic design use in evaluation
reporting. This study was not designed to examine specific factors affecting reliability. The scale
on this instrument was comprised of only 3 items. A larger rating scale is a known method of
improving reliability. However, Colton and Covert (2007) suggest that a rating scale be sized
such that respondents can reasonably discriminate between the scale options. Still, it is highly
likely, particularly given the contrasting picture painted by the exact percent agreement figures,
that the short rating scale affected the reliability coefficients. While calculating interrater
reliability and taking into consideration the possibility of agreement by chance is the more robust
analytical choice, it does not appear to fit the data well. Furthermore, increasing the scale would
likely hinder the instrument’s usability, as noted by the expert review panel.
Therefore, the exact percent agreement figures will be used to draw conclusions about the
instrument’s reliability. Any exact percent agreement higher than 1/3 would suggest that the
item’s wording and guidance are sufficient to support the rater in choosing the proper rating. All
but one of the items had a percent agreement substantially higher than 1/3, with the exception
being the item Columns are 8-12 words in length. In practice, percent agreement indicates that
the instrument is constructed sufficiently to help raters diagnose graphic design use.
Items with the highest agreement generally paralleled those listed in the previous section
as the most Fully Met, with the addition of two items from the Graphics section and two more
items from the Color section. Those falling above 60% are marked by the horizontal dashed line
in Table 9. As stated earlier, some items with high agreement may be so high because their
presence or absence is fairly familiar to people routinely engaged in word processing tasks.
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Still, percent agreement ideally would be higher in some places. The author would posit
that some items falling under the 60% line involve more subjective judgment by nature.
Accurately judging the extent of items such as Headers & callouts are emphasized, Grouped
items logically belong together, and Important elements are prominent require interpretation.
Keywords in each of those principles – emphasized, logically, and prominent - could be widely
interpreted in terms of how they look in practice. Additionally, as Table 3 shows, during the
second iteration of the checklist, several principles were merged into the Headers & callouts are
emphasized principle. As a result, the principle may have become too broad and encompassing.
When diagnosing a report, some areas could be interpreted as fully meeting this principle, while
other areas might not meet this principle, making it difficult for a rater to clearly interpret the
rating. Similarly, the Grouped items logically belong together principle was widely supported in
the literature, as shown in Table 1, but the principle was also be heavily loaded with concepts,
pertaining to everything from graphs to bullet points. It is possible the principles may need to be
broken down to improve the precision and clarity of the checklist. As was discussed in Chapter 2,
the fields of graphic design and evaluation have generally not intersected. Without more
experience applying graphic design principles, it is likely raters couldn’t recognize when the
principles were being met or not met.
Additionally, some items may have been difficult to judge because of the method of
review. Four out of the five reports were only available as PDFs and they were given to the raters
in this form. As such, it would be fairly difficult to determine font size or line spacing with
accuracy. Under ideal conditions where the checklist is intended to be used, raters would be
reviewing reports as they are written – typically in a word processing software program where
one can examine the specific settings for items like font size and line spacing to determine
whether the principle is being met. In this study, raters were often using their best judgment to
estimate the extent to which the principle was used.
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Finally, some low agreement may have occurred because the author did not cover some
items during rater training. Specifically, Grouped items logically belong together, Graphics are
simple, and Graphics are near associated text were not discussed. Without calibration through
training on such items, it is possible the instrument did not provide enough explanation of the
item for raters to interpret it similarly. Interestingly, these items have been routinely discussed in
literature on charting and graphing, but not necessarily incorporated into evaluation practice.
Correlation. Another measure of the instrument’s ability to be implemented accurately
by raters is the level of agreement between the raters and the author, a trained expert. The author
chose the reports to be rated using maximum variability sampling. In that sampling process, the
author rated all reports in the sample, ranked them by their sum, and chose 5 reports to reflect the
range of what was perceived to be use of graphic design principles. In this analysis of agreement
between the raters and the author, high agreement would indicate that the raters were able to
discriminate the same levels of graphic design principle among the five reports. The analyses of
agreement between the author and the modal rating for each item are presented below, by report,
along with the gamma correlation coefficient used for ordinal data (Goodman & Kruskal, 1979,
as cited in Freeman, 1987).
Correlation coefficients .80 or higher provide evidence of a very strong relationship
between the two sets of ratings (Colton & Covert, 2007; Salkind, 2008). As can be seen by the
correlation coefficients in the table above, the rater mode was very strongly correlated with the
expert rating on Reports 1, 3, and 5. Reports 2 and 4 showed correlation coefficients that would
be classified as strong (Salkind, 2008). Correlations ranged from .60 to .95.
The areas of agreement in the contingency tables also reveal that Report 4 was rated as
having used the most graphic design principles. Reports 3 and 5 were also rated mutually by the
raters and the expert as having the least use of graphic design principles. Report 1 was rated in the
middle and Report 2 was rated in the upper middle range.
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Table 10
Correlation of Practitioners and Expert by Report
Rater Mode
Not Met
Partly Met
Report 1 SE* Not Met
7
4
Partly Met
1
1
Fully Met
0
0
Report 2 SE Not Met
4
1
Partly Met
2
1
Fully Met
0
1
Report 3 SE Not Met
13
2
Partly Met
0
2
Fully Met
0
0
Report 4 SE Not Met
2
0
Partly Met
2
0
Fully Met
0
1
Report 5 SE Not Met
14
Partly Met
1
Fully Met
1
* SE=Rating for the author, Stephanie Evergreen
Report

Fully Met
0
4
8
4
5
7
3
1
4
2
5
13
1
1
7

Gamma

Rank

.95

3

.60

2

.90

5

.71

1

.95

4

Discussion. The fairly strong to very strong correlations between modal rater ratings and
those of the expert author imply that the instrument, in combination with a short training, can
successfully support evaluation practitioners in diagnosing graphic design use in evaluation
reports. The table above shows that modal rater ranking reproduced the maximum variability
sample selected by the author at the start of the study.
It is interesting to note that the highest ranked reports (Reports 4 and 2) had the lowest
relative agreement (r=.71 and .60, respectively). A closer review of the contingency table shows
that the expert consistently rated more checklist items as Not Met or Partly Met than the raters.
The pattern could be a sign that the raters need more training to better discriminate qualities in
reports with better graphic design, but more research would be necessary before being conclusive.
The highest ranked reports (Reports 4 and 2) had some common characteristics rated as
Fully Met, as agreed by both expert and raters. Many items from the Color section were Fully
Met. However, Report 4 ranked above Report 2 in that it also Fully Met a couple of items in the
Graphics section of the checklist (items 16 and 17 – see Table 6 for a list of the 25 items), which
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were Not Met by any other report. Still, both Reports 4 and 2 missed items 17 and 18, which are
also both in the Graphics section. This suggests a concentrated place where quick training might
be useful to enhance report readability.
The lowest ranked reports (Reports 3 and 5) had some common graphic design principles
frequently Not Met, as agreed by expert and raters. These were particularly in the checklist
section of Graphics, where both reports missed all items in this section. Items 23 and 24 were also
missed by both reports (from the Color section), as were items 4 and 7 (in the Type section). This
list suggests areas of focus for evaluator training. Conversely, 4 items were rated as Fully Met in
both of the lowest ranked reports: items 6, 21, 22, and 25. These items deal with the number of
fonts in the report, the color of the text, the color of the background, and whether those colors
would successfully reprint in black and white. These suggest areas where evaluators have graphic
design under control, although its connection to report reader comprehension may still be needed.
They also imply areas where training can be revised to focus on principles in greater need of
incorporation.
Summary
Using the mode of practitioner ratings, seven items were consistently rated as Fully Met
among all five evaluation reports. They mainly involved fairly well known graphic design topics
like text color, background color, and font. Four items were consistently rated as Not Met among
all 5 evaluation reports. All four items came from the Graphics section of the checklist, where
application of such items appears to involve more subjective judgment and specialized training
that is not included in most evaluators’ backgrounds. Regarding the use of the instrument itself,
while reliability figures were very low, exact percent agreement was fairly high, ranging from
36.3 to 100%. Additionally, the mode for each item on each report correlated fairly strongly to
very strongly with the ratings given by the author, a trained expert. This suggests the instrument
is useful as designed, to assist evaluation practitioners in diagnosing the extent of graphic design
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principle use in reporting. Based on these findings, the author will discuss recommendations and
future research in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation was designed to assess the extent of the use of graphic design principles
in evaluation reporting. Reports were sampled, using a maximal variability strategy, from the
population of reports posted in the Informal Science Education database. As a result of the
literature review presented in Chapter 2, the author developed a checklist of graphic design
principles to assess and support the improvement of evaluation reports. A panel of graphic design
experts commented on the content validity of the checklist and the instrument was modified as a
result. Sixteen raters then applied the checklist to 5 evaluation reports from the ISE database.
While reliability was fairly low (ranging from 0.00 to 0.73), exact percent agreement was within
reasonable limits (ranging from 36.3% to 100%). Reliability was likely low due to the small
variance found when using a 3-point response scale. Moreover, the raters’ ratings of the extent of
graphic design use in each report mirrored the author’s ratings of the same reports, with
correlations ranging from .60 to .95.
Mode and the percent of the raters rating the mode were used to describe what graphic
design principles were frequently Fully Met and which were frequently Not Met in the 5
evaluation reports in the sample. These are listed on the next page, in Table 11.
Fourteen other graphic design principles had less than 60% of raters rating the mode.
These suggest areas where the checklist can be improved for increased precision and clarity.
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Table 11
Graphic Design Principles Frequently Fully Met and Not Met
Section*

% of Raters
Marking Mode

Wording

Fully Met
C
Narrative text is dark grey or black
100.0
C
Background has white/subdued color
96.3
A
Body text is left or full justified
88.8
T
No more than 3 fonts are used
78.8
T
Body text has stylistic uniformity
73.8
C
Color reprints legibly in black and white
72.5
T
Text fonts are used for narrative text
60.0
Not Met
G
Graphics direct toward text
78.8
G
Visual theme is evident
71.3
G
Some elements are repeated
65.0
G
Size corresponds to changes in meaning
62.5
* Refers to report section: T=Type, A=Alignment, G=Graphics, C=Color

Additionally, it suggests areas where evaluators may need more model reports as
examples and more training on the connection between visual processing theory, graphic design,
and evaluation communication. The emergence of a specialized interest group within the
American Evaluation Association on data visualization and reporting is one promising sign that
there is an increasing desire among evaluators for more extensive dialogue on this topic.
Implications
The study’s findings have implications for evaluation reporting. They are discussed
below, by graphic design topic. Patterns across the checklist are discussed, as well as the
implications for evaluation communication in general. In each section, recommendations are
provided.
Type. Three of the 7 items in the Type section of the checklist were frequently Fully
Met: No more than 3 fonts are used, Body text has stylistic uniformity, and Text fonts are used for
narrative text. These three items were among the 7 items throughout the checklist that were
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frequently Fully Met (see Table 11). As such, Type is the area where evaluation report authors
used graphic design principles fairly extensively. There was somewhat less agreement among the
raters on the extent of the use of other principles in the Type section. Font size, emphasis of
headers and callouts, bullet size, and line spacing were all less consistently judged by the raters.
Relatively speaking, the number of Type items frequently Fully Met suggests that this section
need not be the main focus of training.
Alignment. One of the 6 items in the Alignment section was frequently Fully Met: Body
text is left or full justified. There was less consistent agreement among raters on the other 5 items
in this section of the checklist, pertaining to item grouping, prominence, allocation of empty
areas, consistent alignment, and column width. Each of these items has been shown to impact
readability and comprehension. Of all checklist sections, Alignment items were the most
inconsistently rated, implying a need for further training that includes more detailed examples of
proper execution of the principles.
Graphics. None of the items in the Graphics section of the checklist were frequently
Fully Met. In fact, 4 of the 7 items in this section were frequently Not Met: Graphics direct
toward text, Visual theme is evident, Some elements are repeated, and Size corresponds to
changes in meaning. These 4 items were the only ones throughout the entire checklist that were
frequently Not Met. There was less consistent agreement on the presence of graphic elements
(and the questions from raters on the inclusion of tables and graphs reflect the need for greater
clarity here), simplicity, and nearness to associated text. Relatively speaking, the Graphics section
of the checklist represents the graphic design principles least used. Introductory training would
appear warranted.
Color. Three of the 5 items in the Color section of the checklist were frequently Fully
Met: Narrative text is dark grey or black, Background has white/subdued color, and Color
reprints legibly in black and white. These items comprise almost half of the items throughout the
checklist that were frequently Fully Met. There was less consistent agreement on the meaning of
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color changes and the use of emphasis colors. Color appears to be a strong area for evaluation
report authors. However, the three frequently Fully Met items can often be met simply by using
the default settings in word processing software. It may be useful to include information in
training that links the use of color to legibility and comprehension research.
Checklist. Across all graphic design sections, the principles with less agreement about
the mode created some patterns that gave indications of where more clarifying work is needed in
the field. In each section, issues of sizing were inconsistently rated. Proper emphasis of key
information was also inconsistent in Type, Alignment, and Color. These commonalities suggest
two places where the checklist could be improved. Examples of text meeting the principles may
be needed. While the checklist does not have the space for such illustration, perhaps a primer
document would be an appropriate accompaniment to checklist, as one of the graphic design
experts suggested.
Other changes to the checklist may improve reliability. One strategy would be to increase
the number of items. Several items in the checklist were an amalgamation of other, more specific,
items. These items also tended to be inconsistently rated. Teasing the items back apart may
improve the reliability of the checklist. It would also extend the length of the checklist. Length
may impinge on ease of use and would have to be tested.
It is possible that some items, such as those met by default settings, could be swapped out
of the checklist instead. Salkind (2008) suggests, however, that ―easy‖ items should be included
in an instrument because a range of difficulty is good for reliability.
Colton & Covert (2007) point out that reliability could improve if the raters experience
greater training or otherwise calibrate their judgments. While it is unrealistic to expect that all
evaluation report authors could experience such discussion, increased training is a goal of the
Data Visualization and Reporting Topical Interest Group. The author has already been contracted
to conduct detailed training on this issue at the annual American Evaluation Association
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conference, at the American Evaluation Association/Center for Disease Control Summer Institute,
and at regional evaluation associations and organizations around the country.
Evaluation communication. As a result of this dissertation, there is now a somewhat
clearer idea of how much visual science and graphic design have been incorporated into
evaluation communication and reporting. According to visual processing theory, evaluation report
authors are missing opportunities to more fully engage their readers. The use of color, placement,
and size to emphasize critical information could help evaluators more efficiently communicate.
Some factors, like choice in typeface and color of type, that have the ability to impair legibility
appear to be well-managed. Yet, in some areas, authors are designing reports that actively work
against reader comprehension. The areas of weakness suggest that authors of evaluation texts
should expand their discussion of reporting beyond the types of dissemination and the need to
match one’s reporting method to the intended audience. While those are important notions in
reporting, this research points to the need to add a discussion of visual processing theory to the
conversations in the field.
It would be impractical to expect all evaluation book authors to attend to such a
discussion. After all, graphic design and visual science are not areas of expertise for all authors.
Yet more detailed information is needed somewhere, at least to serve as a resource evaluation
book authors can point out to interested readers. Additionally, this research also suggests the field
may benefit from discussions about when to collaborate with a formal graphic designer.
Limitations
The study suffers from a few limitations that impinge on the ability to draw generalizable
conclusions.
The desired length of the checklist hinders its comprehensiveness. In order to keep the
checklist a reasonable length, to encourage its use, some graphic design principles were not
included. Indeed, one expert panelist sent an additional two single-spaced pages of other
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principles that could have been added to the checklist. Still, the author feels a balance has been
struck between length and inclusion of sufficient primary principles.
A three-point scale was selected because the author believed it to be the easiest to
implement. A two-point scale was considered – something like Met/Not Met – but it was obvious
that there would be partial fulfillment in many cases. Scales larger than three seemed too
unwieldy for diagnostic purposes. As a result, the author assumed the middle rating of Partly Met
was widely interpreted by the raters, with some marking that rating for anything just over Not
Met and others marking the same rating for anything falling just shy of Fully Met. The author did
not require the raters to provide justification or examples for their ratings. It is possible that such
description would have illuminated the various potential interpretations for each rating. The
checklist could be refined in the future using in-depth interviewing about the rating process with a
larger pool of raters.
Even with further probing of rater interpretation, there will always be a layer of judgment
involved in rating. Despite attempts to make the wording of the principle and its best practice
description as clear as possible, graphic design is an art, not a science. As such, subjective
judgment will be a part of using the checklist. Of course, judgment can become more informed
through calibration and supporting documentation, but the nature of the topic means that the
checklist will produce some variation in ratings.
The raters may have been more knowledgeable on the subject of visual communication
than the typical end user (a Principal Investigator of an Informal Science Education grant), as
indicated by their presence in the author’s workshop where they were subsequently recruited for
this study. As such, they may have been more sensitive to graphic design choices. On the other
hand, raters were only exposed to a two-hour training on the checklist. While many may have had
preexisting interest in graphic design and visual science, several raters also commented to the
author on the need for more workshops in the same area. Therefore, their ratings of the reports’
use of graphic design principles may not be typical of most evaluators.
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Little information is available about the backgrounds of the report writers as well. Often
evaluators are found through word-of-mouth or informal referral. As such, it could be argued that
the expectations for standards of quality and thoughtful communication should not be held for all
of the evaluators included in this study. The study did not include investigation of how evaluators
are selected by principal investigators in the Informal Science Education program or their
background knowledge/training. Moreover, because sampled reports came from the Informal
Science Education database, inferences cannot be made to evaluation reporting in general.
Contributions and Future Research
Thus far, this chapter has called for greater technical support for evaluation report
authors. But perhaps further evidence is needed before such support is possible. This section will
outline the contribution of this dissertation and possibilities for future research.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this research was the first known attempt to
empirically gauge the extent of graphic design use in evaluation reporting. The study’s findings
pointed to areas of graphic design that are extensively used and other areas where improvements
can better support evaluation communication. The study informed the training under design by
the author. The checklist produced through this research was the first of its kind intended to assist
evaluation report authors and readers in diagnosing and refining graphic design use.
This study left many possibilities for future research that could inform evaluation
communication.
The checklist included a three point response scale. A more elaborate response scale
could approach linearity and allow for other analysis possibilities. Different response scale
lengths should be studied to find the best fit that would both support meaningful discrimination
and provide richer data.
The role of training was a large part of rater recruitment. Future research should examine
agreement and reliability among untrained raters, particularly because the intended audience for
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the checklist is much broader than those who have participated in training by the author. That
study should also include investigation of how various professional experiences (such as years in
the field, major subfield, last degree-seeking institution) influence use of the checklist.
In this study, reports were drawn from the Informal Science Education database. As such,
they were often only available in PDF. The format of the report could have made the judgment of
some elements, such as line spacing or type size, more difficult to determine. Future studies could
include reports written in their native word processing software, such that features of the layout
can be more easily ascertained, in order to determine whether report software format impacts
rater judgment.
Future study might also include more extensive investigation of the actual report authors
and users. Author background experiences, familiarity with graphic design and visual science,
expectations of report style, and comfort with elements of report layout are currently unknown.
However, such factors might provide strong explanatory power for the extent of graphic design
use. Similarly, the expectations of and impact on their clients – Principal Investigators of
Informal Science Education grants – is also unknown. Visual processing theory predicts that
report layout contributes to the readability of the report and the comprehension of its contents.
These are the foundational elements of evaluation use. As such, assessing the checklist’s
predictive validity by measuring comprehension and readability among the report clients is a
critical component of further research.
Summary
This study’s findings indicated that aspects of type and color were fairly extensively used
among a select sample of evaluation report authors, while alignment was less consistently used
and graphics were underused. These findings highlighted areas where evaluation report authors
can make better connections between visual processing theory and evaluation communication.
More training and exemplar reports may be needed to introduce the purpose behind the use of
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graphics and to target the addition of specific skills related to type, alignment, and color.
Training/exposure to sizing and emphasis techniques, in particular, appear to be needed. Future
research should explore the backgrounds of raters and authors, as well as the impact of reports on
end users. While the checklist itself may need further revision to increase its clarity, in its current
iteration it can support the development of evaluation reports that are more legible, readable, and
understandable.
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[Initial invitation]

Hi Kevin,

I am contacting you to invite your participation on a panel of graphic design experts for my dissertation
study. You were suggested to me by Peter Brakeman.

My study involves examining the extent of graphic design used in typical evaluation reporting. My
background is in evaluation (helping organizations determine how good of a job they are doing), but I have
a big interest in graphic design and have increasingly come to notice how most evaluators seem to actually
impair comprehension of their written reports through bad design. I’m setting out to determine whether my
hunch is true. To begin, I have developed a list of graphic design practices that apply to evaluation reports,
in particular, and formatted it into a checklist so it can be reviewed by a report writer. To goal is to enhance
comprehension and readability and interest in evaluation reporting. This is where you come in.

I am looking for graphic design experts who can review the Evaluation Report Layout Checklist and give
me fair, constructive, written feedback about its comprehensiveness and appropriateness for evaluation
reports. I imagine the scope of your involvement would be about 2 hours total. I’m able to offer a $200
honorarium for your participation.

Are you interested? If possible, please let me know by the end of the week. And thank you so much for
even considering it!

Best,

Stephanie

[After agreement]

Hi Chris,

So good to hear from you. I'm glad you are interested in being part of the panel. All you will need to do is
review the checklist and answer some questions in writing about it's strengths and weaknesses. Here are the
directions I give to all panelists:

Please review the accompanying checklist, keeping in mind the following issues of context:
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1.
The checklist is intended to be applied to written evaluation reports. The reports are typically
delivered to a busy CEO or Executive Director and read by a Board of Directors – none of whom usually
have much familiarity with evaluation, statistics, etc. and desire concise discussion.

2.
The reports are written by evaluators, who have extensive technical training in statistics, etc and
usually very little familiarity with graphic design. They can find their way around in Microsoft Word but
don’t have access to programs like InDesign. They mostly rely on the default settings in Word and don’t
know how to do things like change kerning (or even know what kerning is). They usually want to just be
told how to do things (i.e., ―just tell me the best font to use‖). They don’t have a lot of time in a project’s
budget to invest in extensive design.

3.
I’ve included a sample report so that you can see a common layout and get a sense of the extent of
graphic design understanding in evaluators.

Please write your feedback in the Follow Up Questionnaire and return the completed Questionnaire to me
via email at stephanie.evergreen@wmich.edu by Wednesday, May 4. I thank you so much for your
guidance and attention. I'm really looking forward to learning more about graphic design through this
process and helping my peers improve their work.

All the best,

Stephanie
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Checklist Feedback Questionnaire
Please type in your feedback below and return this form to stephanie.evergreen@wmich.edu.
Use as much space as you need for your answers. Please keep in mind that the intended users of
the checklist are evaluation practitioners with little, if any, prior experience with graphic design
and that their main bodies of work are written evaluation reports. Thank you!
1. Are the four main sections of the checklist sufficient? Should another section be added?
Should a section be deleted? Should two or more sections be merged?

2. Going now section by section, what principles should be added or altered? What errors or
omissions have I made? Start with Type:
Grids & Placement:
Graphics:
Color:

3. Does scoring the checklist (Explained on Checklist’s first page, using F P N) make sense?
Does this particular scoring system make sense? How could it be improved?

4. What else should be changed about the checklist?

Again, thank you so much!
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Hi Miranda,
It was cool to meet you at the AEA/CDC Summer Institute. You had said you were interested in being
part of my dissertation study. Awesome! Here's the scoop I've been sending out:
Your participation is super simple. Please read all the way through this email and confirm your
commitment to participate by close of business tomorrow, Tuesday June 21.
Attached to this email you’ll find 5 evaluation reports. I need you to take the (also attached)
Evaluation Report Layout Checklist and rate each report. You’ll save one Checklist for each report
you review.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Open a report.
Open the Report Layout Checklist.
In the Checklist, type in the title of the report and “Save As,” altering the file name slightly to
correspond to the report you have open.
Complete the checklist, using the checkboxes for each item.
No need to add up the points, unless you are super curious.
Save again.
Repeat for the other 4 reports.
Send all 5 report Checklists back to me with an invoice for $200 (if you need a sample invoice to
complete, just ask!) by close of business on Tuesday June 28.
Delete the reports.

In total, this will probably take you 1-2 hours. By rating the reports, we’ll ultimately determine the
reliability of the checklist and the extent of graphic design use in evaluation reporting. A couple of
notes:
The evaluation reports might look lengthy, but you do not need to read each one in order to rate it.
Remember that you are looking for graphic design, not evaluation content.
Regarding appendices, please do include them in your review. However, please do not include
instruments that may be in the appendices. Instrument formatting is another animal that we aren’t
covering here.
The evaluation reports have not been deidentified. They are publically accessible through an
evaluation report database. Significant redacting would also impair your ability to judge certain
design elements. Please do not attempt to contact the report authors or their clients. The sharing of
evaluation reports is not common and we don’t want to crush that.
Should you have questions about any part of the process, please contact me.
Awesome! This is going to be great! Thank you so much,
Stephanie
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